
ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

ITS Section 3.3B: Instrumentation - ESAS 

Note: The ITS Section 3.3B package addresses the following NUREG-1430 LCOs: 
3.3.5 ESFAS Instrumentation 
3.3.6 ESFAS Manual Initiation 
3.3.7 ESFAS Automatic Actuation Logic 

NUREG 3.3.5, 3.3.6, & 3.3.7 - The ANO-1 unit specific terminology has been inserted 
to replace generic usage in NUREG 3.3.5, 3.3.6, and 3.3.7. Specifically, the term 
"Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS)" has been replaced with the 
ANO-1 unit specific term "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS)." The 
associated acronyms have also been changed as appropriate. The corresponding Bases 
have been marked to indicate these changes, however the reference to this discussion 
is generally made only once per page to conserve space and maintain readability.  
These changes were made to maintain the usage of terminology consistent with design 
and licensing basis documentation. This change is consistent with current license 
basis.  

2 NUREG 3.3.5 - Condition B has been revised to specify that this Condition applies 
when more than one channel is inoperable for each of one or more Parameters. This 
change was made to maintain requirements consistent with CTS Table 3.5.1-1 
Column 5 and Note 1 which provide specific requirements for the inoperability of 
more than one channel. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

Without this addition, entry into the ACTION requirements of ITS LCO 3.0.3 would 
be required if more than one channel is inoperable for each of one or more Parameters.  
Entry into the Required Actions of ITS 3.3.5 Condition B rather than the ACTION 
requirements of LCO 3.0.3 is more appropriate because, specific Required Actions, 
which result in the unit exiting the Applicability for each ESAS instrumentation 
Parameter, are provided in ITS 3.3.5. These Required Actions consistently result in 
the unit exiting the specific Applicability within a specific Completion Time. For 
example, ITS LCO 3.0.3 ACTION requirements would not provide a specific 
Completion Time for reducing RCS pressure to less than 1750 psig, in the event more 
than one channel of the RCS Pressure--Low Setpoint Parameter was inoperable. This 
change is consistent with TSTF-217, Rev. 1, as revised to reflect plant specific 
terminology.  

3 NNUREG 3.3.5 - Response time testing of the Engineered Safeguards Actuation System 
(ESAS), i.e., NUREG SR 3.3.5.4, is not adopted in ITS. Testing of this type is not 
required by ANO-1 CTS. Deletion of these Surveillance Requirements maintains 
consistency with the current ANO-1 licensing basis and neither removes any current 
requirement nor adds any additional requirement.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

4 NUREG 3.3.5 - Table 3.3.5-1 Parameter 2, "Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low 

Low Setpoint," and the specific Required Action associated with that Parameter, 
NUREG 3.3.5 Required Action B.2.2, are not adopted in ITS. The design of the 

ANO-1 ESAS includes only one low reactor coolant system pressure setpoint. This 

setpoint is used as an actuation initiator for both High Pressure Injection and Low 

Pressure Injection Systems. These changes were made to provide requirements 
appropriate for the ANO-1 unit specific system design. This change is consistent with 

current license basis.  

5 NUREG 3.3.5, 3.3.6, and 3.3.7 - The unit specific design of the ANO-1 ESAS 

provides for three analog instrument channels for each of the monitored parameters.  
These three analog instrument channels provide the required input to each of the ten 

digital actuation logic channels. Contrary to the system design depicted in the 

requirements ofNUREG-1430, these three analog instrument channels provide input 

to both trains of digital actuation logic channels. This unit specific design difference 

required the deletion of the phrase "in each ESFAS train" from LCO 3.3.5 as well as 

appropriate changes to the Bases to designate unit specific digital and analog channel 

terminology. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

6 NUREG 3.3.5 - Specific detail of the equipment actuated by each of the Parameters 
listed in NUREG Table 3.3.5-1 has been removed. Similar details are included in the 

appropriate Bases sections and are not specifically pertinent requirements of 

LCO 3.3.5. Removal of this information represents no actual change in requirements, 

only a change in presentation of amplifying information. This change is considered 
editorial.  

7 NUREG 3.3.6 & 3.3.7 - The Applicability of ITS 3.3.6 and ITS 3.3.7 has been 
modified to only include the portions of MODE 3 in which the associated ES 

equipment is required to be OPERABLE. This change was made to reflect the fact 
that some ESAS actuated equipment is not required in either MODE 3 or MODE 4.  

For example, neither CTS nor the proposed ITS requires the RB Spray Additive 
(sodium hydroxide) system, which is actuated by the ESAS, to be OPERABLE below 
MODE 2. This change was made to provide Applicabilities for the ESAS 
requirements which are consistent with the Applicabilities of the actuated equipment.  
Without this change, the actuating components would be required to be Operable 
when the components being actuated are not required to be Operable. This change is 

consistent with the current license basis.  

8 NUREG 3.3.7 - The Frequency of ITS SR 3.3.7.1 has been adopted as 31 days. The 
change to the NUREG-1430 Frequency of 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS 

was made to retain testing requirements on a Frequency consistent with the CTS. The 
CTS requires this testing monthly, which is considered administratively equivalent to 
the proposed 31 day Frequency. This change is consistent with current license basis.
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9 NNUREG 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 - The Functions specified in NUREG ITS 3.3.6 have been 

modified to match the Functions as presented in the CTS and in the ANO-1 SAR.  

Identification of the digital actuation logic channel numbers which correspond to the 

Functions stated in the LCO have been provided in the Bases for additional clarity.  

ITS 3.3.7 has also been modified to include ANO-1 unit specific terminology, e.g., 
analog instrument channels and digital actuation logic channels. These changes were 

made to provide requirements consistent with the design of the ANO-1 ESAS and 

consistent with the specific terminology and names associated with the ANO-1 ESAS.  

Additional associated Bases changes are also included in B3.3.5, B3.3.6, and B3.3.7.  

These changes are consistent with current license basis.  

10 NUREG Bases 3.3.5, 3.3.6, and 3.3.7 - ANO-1 unit specific terminology and design 

details have been added to the Bases of ITS 3.3.5, 3.3.6, and 3.3.7. Additionally, 
information which is not specifically pertinent to the Bases discussion for these 
specifications and which may be duplicative of information contained in the SAR has 

been removed. These changes provide unit specific details of system design, maintain 

usage of terminology consistent with design and licensing basis documentation, e.g., 
development of trip setpoints and Allowable Values, and reduce duplication of 

discussion which is not specifically pertinent to the specifications. These changes are 

consistent with current license basis.  

The specified Allowable Values are conservative with respect to Instrument Society of 

American Standard, ISA-$67-04, "Setpoints of Nuclear Safety Related Instrumentation 
Used in Nuclear Power Plants." Actual in-plant setpoints are equal to or conservative to 
the specified Allowable Values and include instrument uncertainties where appropriate.  
A discussion of the instrument uncertainty methodology employed may be found in 
letter dated May 10, 2000, approving Amendment 207 to the ANO-1 Operating License.  

11 NUREG Bases 3.3.5 - SR 3.3.5.1 Bases discussion of the performance of CHANNEL 
CHECKS on off scale instruments was removed. The instrument channels associated 

with the ANO-1 ESAS are not expected to be in an off scale condition while 
performance of this SR is required, therefore this potentially confusing discussion is 
not adopted. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

12 NUREG SR 3.3.5.2 and Bases - The Note allowing a channel to be placed in an 
inoperable status for the performance of the Channel Functional Test for a limited 
period of time is not incorporated in the ITS. The ANO-1 design of ESAS does not 
include a channel bypass for testing. The built-in test facilities permit an electrical trip 

test of each analog instrument string by the substitution of signals at the buffer 
amplifiers. When an analog instrument string is placed in test, all associated analog 
subsystem outputs go to the trip state. This assures that all protective action cannot be 
defeated by placing analog instrument strings in test. This change is consistent with 
the current license basis.
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13 NUREG Bases 3.3.6 - The Applicable Safety Analyses discussion has been modified 

to remove the implication that the OPERABILITY of the ESAS Manual Initiation was 

required to be OPERABLE in all MODES, "at any time." Additionally, reference to 

the ability to specify the use of the ESAS manual initiation in operating procedures 

was removed. This ability exists for this and numerous other Functions. However, 
that fact is not pertinent to this discussion. Furthermore, it implies that specifying 

other functions in operating procedures might be inappropriate. This change is 

consistent with current license basis.  

14 NUREG Bases - The Criterion statement at the conclusion of the Applicable Safety 

Analysis section was modified at each occurrence to refer to 10 CFR 50.36 instead of 

the NRC Policy Statement. This is an editorial change associated with the 

implementation of the 10 CFR 50.36 rule changes after NUREG-1430, Revision I was 

issued.  

The 10 CFR 50.36 Criterion satisfied by the ITS LCOs was modified to preserve 

consistency with the ANO-1 license basis. The NUREG Criterion specified were 

modified to be consistent with the analysis assumptions regarding equipment 

availability and operating condition (i.e., MODE). For ITS 3.3.6, Manual ESAS 

Initiation is not credited in any ANO-1 safety analysis, therefore, Criterion 4 was 

identified. This change is consistent with current license basis and 10 CFR 50.36.  

15 NUREG Bases 3.3.7 - Unit specific clarification of the use of ITS 3.3.7 Required 
Actions A. 1 and A.2 has been added to the Bases (B3.3.7). These additions have been 

made to provide additional guidance and clarification on the proper usage of the 

Required Actions without changing the intent of the ACTIONS.  

16 Not used.  

17 The details surrounding the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the Reactor 

L.35-J ] Building Spray System Logic Channels have been included in the NUREG 1430 
Bases SR 3.3.7.1. This information was formerly located in CTS Table 4.1-1 Function 
20. The addition of this information has been made to provide acceptable guidance 
and clarification concerning the testing of this Functional Unit.
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E#AS Instrumentation 3.3.5 _7 

3.3 INSTRUMENTAl 

3.3.5 Engineered e ea Actuation System (E Instrumentation 

LCO 3.3.5 Three 4channels bifESE EMo P FA,,10,, 
in Table 3.3.5-1 shall be OPERABL. n ach S _ AS tbin..-j 26) 

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.5-1. NIA 

ACTIONS 

----------NOTE--

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Parameter. NIA 
-------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Parameters A.1 Place channel in 1 hour 
with one channel trip.t 
inoperable.

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met.  

c ýr0 • ~ V,t I

CLX.A~~ 
"!%~p 

'-4 e -

B.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND 
B.2(e

------- NOTE------
Only required for RCS 
Pressure--Low 
setpoint.

Reduce RCS pressure 
< (M psig.

6 hours 

36 hours

(continued)

.3.5.1 -/ 

No/-A 

NIA

I I- __ __
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E4S Instrumentation 

COMPLETION TIME 

35hours 

ED IT 

N3A 

-Fable- 3-5J1 
36 hours• lNo'e 5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY.  

SR 3.3.5.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

(continued)

--rable .J-(
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E#S Instrumentation 
3.3.5

67-5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.2
-- ------ -.OT E ---- - - ----

When ESFAS c nnel is aced i n 
inop able st us solel for per ormance, of 

t s Survei ance, en into ssociatmd 
onditlo an~dnRqud Act' s may 

delaye or u o hours provide the / 

remai'ng two c nnels ESFAS /1 
instirumntati are OP BLE o tri pd.  

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

S/1A 

b /C 4.1-b

31 days -rabic 

7,,,b~c- 4/

F/c q /' 30 15,), rtb 

"( f'm
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I
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E'S Instrumentation 
.3.3.5 

stiao nI

APPLICABLE 
NODES OR OTKER SPECIFIED ALLOMBLE 

PARAMEETER CONDITIONS VALUE
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E S Manual Initiation 
3.3.6 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION- --0 

3.3.6 Engineered Actuation System (E4S) Manual Ini 

LCO 3.3.6 Two manual initiation channels of each one of the E S S -bk 
Functions below shall be OPERABLE:

a. High Pressure Injectio F 

b. Low Pressure Injecti , I 4 

14c. Reactor Building (RE) Cooling .• ( i. )

,Ad. RB Spray 

'e.. .RB IsoYation; apd /A

APPLICABILITY:

C -rs

S3,5.)-I

I.C

3.b 

S-.cb

'f . Cop(rol Room 4solatiO6n.lI 

C S p ro, Ae M%+%/ c ekSc 

MODES a~n 
It~j he ' Iociated engineered safeguardsequipment is 

.. reouired to be OPERABLE. ,-V

ACTIONS 
NOTE .. E.  

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.  
--------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

I~ I~

A. One or more E 
Functions with one 
channel inoperable.

I A.1 Restore channel to 
OPERABLE status.

72 hours

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

(continued)

MIA

0

-7ýj le 3.5.)
pJO+C.I
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Eý; Manual Initiation 
3.3.6

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

B. (continued) B.2 Be in MODE 5.

COMPLETION TIME 

36 hours

--Table 3.5.1" 
A ofe- 5

S U R V E IL L A N C E R EQ U IR EM EN T S S U R E I L A N C_ __R EEN C 

SURVEILLANCE 1FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.6.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 1.IF~ months

Rey t, -- r 7/9
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E•O'S (Actuation Logi c.  
3.3.7 6-r5 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATI~i....--,..~ 

3.3.7 Engineere Actuation System (E S) Actuation 
Logic 1-- 3.6./i 

LCO 3.3.7 1actuation a s shall be 3,'/j2

APPLICABILITY: MODES , a 
-• 4 when associa 

required to be

ACTIONS

/
ted engineered safeguard equipment is 

OPERABLE. "0 

Separate~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Codto nr salwdfo a hlatainlgc~

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each • actuation logic 
-------------------- -- ----------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more a 
actuation logic 

ri ej)i noperabl e.

A. 1 

OR 

A. 2

Place associated 
component(s) in 
engineered safeguarco 
configuration.  

Declare the 
associated 
component(s) 
inoperable.

__________________ J ____________________ i

1 hour 

1 hour

N JA

-. l./eJ
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ESYAS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.5 Engineered t r Actuation System (ESO•S) Instrumentation 

BASES

BACKGROUND The ESOAS initiates necessary safety systems, based on the 
values of selected unit Parameters, to protect against 
violating core design limits and T-fl c p 
<to mitigate accidents.

ESFAS uates the allowing syste 

*"/ High press e injection ( ) •--tuation; 

S Low pr sure injection LPI) Actuation;/' 

/Reaolor building (Rp• Cooling; 
/ RB Spray; 

t'/ RB Isolation;/and /.  

*" Emergency/diesel generato (EDG) Start. / 

ESFAS also/provides a sign• to the Emergepcy Feedwater I Feedwatjer 
ilsolatiog/and Control (EF t) System. Thi4 signal initiates) 
liemergenty feedwater (EFW? when HPI is initiated.  

The ESYAS operates in a dist ibuted manner to initiate the 
appropriate systems. The E S does this by determining the 
need for actuation in each o three channels monitoring each 
actuation Parameter. Once the need for actuation is 
determined, the condition is transmitted to L1(ea1: 

ýCJ actuation Loiwhich perform the two-out-of-three-l 
nvl 7to determine the actuation of each end device. JEach nd 

-- • C•Vi•1 has itown auo to ic actuati• logic/ alt~dugh al•_• 

,la matic •uation 1J'ics take th er sigwjls from the ae 
ninX h han• for ea_.ch P ~ameter/(, 

•Parameters are used for actuation: 

* Low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure; 

(:§;/ ýL4ow RCýSesisu#-$ý

* High Pressure; and

(continued)
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ESAS Instrumentation B 3.3.5

-ýf a dt •al• . This includes sensors 04U, 
ýn bypio a s cruitry, c ime anlr-

LCO 3.3.6, "Engineered a 

Actuation S stem E anual Initiation," an LCO 3 .3.7 

"~"Engineered. Actuation System (E AS) 
K!5) (IActuation Logic.," provide requireme on the 

E manual initiation and-4 actuation logic Functions.  

A 0 The ESFAS consis-ts o tnree protect n channels. Ea 

channel proviAs input to logic at initiate equ ment'.  

with a two I t-of-three logic each component. Each 

protectj.t channel includes stable inputs fr one 

instr• •ntation channel of ow RB Pressure, w Low RCS 

-46A r ure, High RB Press e, and High High Pressure.  
omatic actuation 1 ics combine the ree protection 

chann:i trips in e trair to actuat the individual 

Engineered Safe Feature (ESF) co nents needed to/ 
initiate eac Fr Sigur [ .FSAR, Chap r [7] .  

(Ref. 1), ustrates how ins mentation chann trips 

combine o cause protection annel trips.  

The RCS ssure sensors are common to b trains.  

Isola n is provided a separate bibles for each tr 

Sep ate RB press sensors are u~sd for the high a i 

hi'gh pressure Fictions in eac train, and separa sensc 

.. \ -N are used for ach train.

The following matrix identifit 
thenactuated by each`

1 t S -I<g3.% -4416

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-46A> 

The ESAS monitors three parameters via analog instrument channels. Each 

analog instrument channel provides input to the appropriate digital actuation 

logic channels that initiate equipment with a two-out-of-three coincidence logic 

on each digital channel. Each digital actuation logic channel includes bistable 

inputs from all three analog instrument channels of one parameter, i.e., either 

Low RCS Pressure, High RB Pressure, or High High RB Pressure. The digital 

actuation logic combines the analog instrument channel trips to actuate the 

individual Engineered Safeguards (ES) components needed to initiate each ES 

System. Figure 7.6, SAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 1), also illustrates how analog 

instrument channel trips combine to cause digital actuation logic channel trips.  

<INSERT B3.3-46B> 

The ESAS is divided into five Functions actuated by ten digital actuation logic 

channels.  

The ESAS High Pressure Injection (HPI) Function is actuated by ESAS digital 

actuation logic channels 1 and 2 and includes the following system actuations: 

HPI, a subset of RB isolation valves, diesel generators (DGs), and ES electrical 

alignment. Digital actuation logic channels 1 and 2 are actuated by two-out-of

three RCS Pressure-Low analog instrument channels, or two-out-of-three RB 

Pressure-High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Function is actuated by ESAS digital 

actuation logic channels 3 and 4 and includes the following system actuations: 

LPI, a subset of RB isolation valves, and emergency feedwater (EFW) through 

an ESAS signal provided to the Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control 

(EFIC) Instrumentation System. Digital actuation logic channels 3 and 4 are 

actuated by two-out-of-three RCS Pressure-Low analog instrument channels, 

or two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Cooling Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 

channels 5 and 6 and includes the following system actuations: RB cooling, a 

subset of RB isolation valves, and RB penetration room ventilation system.  

Digital actuation logic channels 5 and 6 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB 

Pressure-High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 

channels 7 and 8 and includes the following system actuations: RB spray.  

Digital actuation logic channels 7 and 8 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB 

Pressure-High High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 

channels 9 and 10 and includes the following system actuations: spray additive.  

Digital actuation logic channels 9 and 10 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB 

Pressure-High High analog instrument channels.
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E#S Instrumentation 
8 3.3.5

BASES

BACKGROUNM 
(continf 

3.C -q7A

ued)
HIGH 

LOW RCS LOW LOQRCS HIGH RB HIGH RB 
PARAMET PRESSURE P SURE PRESSURE PRESSURE 

Wf - x x x

RB Isolationk) X X / X/ 00 .x 

Only isolates systems1o required for B or RCS heat 

removal. / x .  

(b) Actuates on High(igh RB Pressur)coincident withbI 

actuation.

Engineered~afeguards bus und oltage will also quence on 
the HPI oads. started by t HPI block timers. However, PI 

il1 at occur unless tije ESFAS HPI signal i also pre nt.  
`L 3.3.8, "Emergenc,iesel Generator (E Loss of ower 
tart (LOPS),' cor (ins the requirement for the 

undernolta e channels.

The EISequipment is divided between the two redundant 
actuation trainsA (.j0. The division of the equipment 

between the two Hiuation trains is based on the equipment 
redundancy and function and is accomplished in such a mannerý 
that the failure of one of the'actuation(channels and the 

related safeguards equipment will not inhibit the over 
E~!Funtio(. ,W~e armotor oper d or 'a solenoi, 

pe4e a• driven by e~it of two matrice h, onx/is }"• 

Re undant E •pumps are otoled from separtan

The actuation of ESO equipment is also available by manual 
actuation switches located on the control room console.

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-47A>

Parameter 

ESAS Digital Actuated Systems RCS RB RB 
Actuation Press. Press. Press.  

Logic Low High High 
Channels High 

1 and 2 Subset of RB Isolation, X X 
ES Electrical Alignment, HPI, 
and DG Start.  

3 and 4 Subset of RB isolation, LPI, X X 
and EFIC EFW.  

5 and 6 Subset of RB Isolation, RB X 
Cooling, and Penetration 
Room Vent.  

7 and 8 RB Spray X 

9 and 10 Spray Additive X
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EVAS Instrumentati on B 3.3.5

BACK 

... .....

KGROUND The E#S, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, C 

(tinued) provides protective functions necessary to mitigate Design 

SAcc d BAs, specifically the loss of co lajnt .  Basis Acidents (~), an • t, 

-- acci Int (• an steam line break (SLB) event heT

ES re Jes o the OPERABILITY of the R actuation 
1 lo i to e•rform the actuation of the 

4'M VV rs ese y ms3 

No provisions are made for maintenance bypass of E•AS 

instrumentation channels. Operational bypass of certain 

channels is necessary to allow accident recovery actions to 

continue and for sglne channels, to allow reactor shutdown 

withoutý ES•)S actuation.  

The E@S RCS pressure instrument§&ý 
channels include 

permissive bistables that allow manual bypas r 

pressure is belowthe point at which the low 

pressure trip i required to be OPERABLE. Once permissive 

conditions are sensed, the RCS pressure trips may be 

manually bypassed. Bypasses are automatically removed when 

bypass permissive conditions are exceeded.

Tis C-fzLT
Each High"B Pressure channei may be manuallyI~bypassed after 

the ot r two channels pthe Parameter haye tripped. The 

man bypass allows, ýerators to take pnual control of ES -

F~ctions 

after 
in 

iation 
to 

allow 
r 

overy 
actions.  

bypass may be m ipally removed andd automatically re ved 

when RB pres e returns to below the trip setpoint./

Reactor Coolant System Pressure 

The RCS pressure is monitored by three independent pressure 

transmitters located in the RB. These transmitters are 

separate from the transmitters that feed the Reactor 

Protection System (RPS). Each of the pressure siqnal,-ý---\ 

generated by these trznsmitters is monitored by • 

bistables ttoprovidd trip signal4, at s s-an /685 
b)bypass permissive signall, a -ps 

(/ow jCJSpreSs Lite 
L4s 

-rive relays in T 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-48A>

Failure of the automatic bypass removal feature or the inability to bypass the 
RCS pressure function when below 1750 psig does not constitute channel 
inoperability. However, a channel that remains bypassed when pressure is 
raised above 1750 psig will be considered inoperable and appropriate 
conditions will be entered. This bypass provides an operational provision only 
outside the Applicability for this Parameter, and provides no safety function.  
The automatic bypass removal feature is verified during the monthly CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST.

ANO-1 ITS
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E+AS Instrumentation 
LI B 3.3.5 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Reactor Coolant System Pressure (continued) n 

1J11111 ~n~ell,-/Aal identical and independent 

cuto W oupt o e hree bisto•les 

associa eow Low RCS essure [500 yrfg] trip 

drive a in sets (act ion channel " and B) of I 
•id nical and i deprodent cknnels. Th-_ tw sets of I 

)annels e use three 1gic channesIlsefeSd in~cu.o• 

Itwo-out_•4-three coinc 'dence networv• or LI Actua• 'on..  

-:r,,)S6 kT\ The o uts of the ree Low Low R• Pressure bis les also 

tri the drive r ays in the corlresponding HPI uation 

_c• hannel as rv ously describe".  

Reactor Building Pressure 

RtB pressur inputs to t ESFAS are pr 1 ed by 122 pressurer 

swth .Sxprsu swthsare sed 7 for the High RB 
PresV e Parameter, :ntdsi psSUp switches are d fo 

th igh High Pr. re Parameter ., p nflrha Arpiik

(continued) 
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INSERT B3.3-49A 

Each analog instrument channel can be tested online to verify that the signal 

and trip setpoint are within the specified allowance requirements of approved 

calibration procedures. The built-in test facilities permit an electrical trip test of 

each analog instrument string by the substitution of signals at the buffer 

amplifiers. When an analog instrument string is placed in test, all associated 

analog subsystem outputs go to the trip state. This assures that all protective 

action cannot be defeated by placing analog instrument strings in test.  

<INSERT B3.3-49B> 

The RB pressure is monitored by three independent pressure transmitters 

located inside the RB. These transmitters are separate from the transmitters 

that feed the Reactor Protection System (RPS). Each of the pressure signals 

generated by these transmitters is monitored by two bistables to provide trip 

signals. The outputs of the bistables, associated with the RB Pressure-High 

and RB Pressure-High High trips, drive relays in two sets of identical and 

independent digital instrument channels. These two sets of channels each use 

two-out-of-three coincidence digital logic for automatic actuation.  

Each analog channel can be tested online to verify that the signal and trip 

setpoint are within the specified allowance requirements of approved calibration 

procedures. The built-in test facilities permit an electrical trip test of each 

analog instrument string by the substitution of signals at the buffer amplifiers.  

When an analog instrument string is placed in test, all associated analog 

subsystem outputs go to the trip state. This assures that all protective action 

cannot be defeated by placing analog instrument strings in test.

ANO-1 ITS 5/1/2001INSERT



ESFAS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Tr eton llowable Value (continued) 

The tri setpoints used in the bistables arbased on the anal ical limits stated in Figure [ , A Chapter [7] L (R . 1). The selection of these trih nts is such 
at adequate protection is provided •(en-all sensor and

rwoesthing time dalays are taken in aount.-To allow for 

calibration tolerances, instrument ation uncertainties, 

instrument drift, and severe env onment induced errors for 
those ESFAS channels that must function in harsh 
environments as defined by 10/ FR 50.49 (Ref. 2), the 

Alwble Values specified • Table 3.3.5-1 in the 
accompanying LCO are cons vatively adjusted with respect t the analytical limits, detailed description of the methodology used to caculate the trip setpoints, includingr 

their explicit uncer /inties, is provided in the "Unit /° 
Specific Setpoint 'thodolog~y" (Ref'.3). The actual nomini.l trip setpoint enured into the bistable is more contervative 
than that speci Ped by the Allowable Value to account )r changes in ra ~om measurement errors detectable by a ANNEL 

FUNCTIONAL T •T. One example of such a change in/ measuremenierror is drit during the surveillan ;interval.  A channe is-inop b fts actual trip setpdnt is not within its required Allowable Value. A 

Set ints, in accordance with the Allowab •Values, ensure trt the consequences of tBAs will be a eptable, providing he unit is operated from within the s at the onset of Rthe BA and the equipment function t s designed. t s u 

Each channel can be tested onlins to verify that the setpoint accuracy is within thi specaed Tallowance 

requirements of Reference 3. cea designated channel is taken out of service for te i on simlated isgna s injectednin place of thevere instrument signal. The -process equipment fors tchtannl intest i then testedh verified, and calibr Rd. .49 . ..... 2 

The Allowable Valu s lsted in Table 3.3.5-1 ai rebasedn 
the meticho dimog ns dctibed i esA r pterion-p 1 (f ),e 

(continued) 
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ESAS Instrumentation f]i ESA B 3.3.5

BASES

BACKGROUND TriSetooints-**nd Allowabl~eý V ue$ (continu • 

[Reviewer' dNote: The FAS LCOs in t BWOG Standard / • 
Technicr Specificatiers are based on system p 
repres tative of th Crystal River nit 3 design.] s 
disc sed earlier, ihis arrangeme i nvolves measurn f ent 

cha lfels shared alng all actuation functions, wivf separate/ a uation logici annels for eIh actuated comp ent. In 
nis arrange m e, multiple c wi ponents are aff Lted by eac 

instrumentat n channel fa ure, ut a singl'automatic 

Sactuation •6gic failure atFfects only one conponent. TI) organiza ron of BWOG ST ESFAS LCOs reflects the desct ibed 
Tlogic a angement by i.entifying instrumsntation 
requirpments on an i trumentation channel ratherhan on a / 
Sprote tive functio asis. This grfatly simplifeser 
delneation of ES.Fc LCOs. Furthe h ore, the Lc I 
r uirements on -. strumentation c dnnels, aut omatic 
actuation logi, and manual i nyiation are pecified 
separately t reflect the diffS ent impact each has od ESFAS 
O.PERAkBIL ITYi// " •

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The following ESOAS Functions have been assumed within the 
accident analyses.

High Pressure Injection 

The E#S actuation of HPI has been assumed for core cooling 
in the LOCA analysis and is boron addition in 
the SLB analysis.  

Low Pressure Injection 

The E#S actuation of LPI has been assumed for large break 
LOCAs.  

(continued)
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ES AS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5 

--ie (11•L- o + .-- .SA5 

BASES K _ 

APPLICABLE Reactor Building Soray, Reactor Building Coolino. and 

SAFETY ANALYSES Reactor Buildinq Isolation
(continued) 

%?&?wk c'iVoibftQ 

VVIAJ e-~e\~~~ 
4a ýt~e 7e~

D2

The E•AS actuation of the RB coolers and RB Spray hal 

credited in RB analysis for LOCý thf.•V.!, 1 r

K 
-I

SAccident dose calculations RB Spray. 4- /0D

EmeroencY er r A r 

The E AS initiated (bG Start b 
_ A bto ensure that emergency power is avaimabme 

throughout the limiting LOCA scenarios. W,2 

The small and lare boreak LOCA analyses assume a 
conservativ 0 delay time for the actuation of HPI 
and LPI •. This delay time 

includes allowances for DG starting, lbG loading, Emergency 

Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) pump starts, and valve .  

Similarly, the RB Cooling, RB Isolation, and RB Spray have 

been analyzed with delays appropriate for the entire system 

z -F EY ; I -n We an a re analvzed-LfTypica r•lues u*Te-in they~ a• I_!r•:

RB

Accident analyses rely on automatic EsS actuation for 

protection of the core temperature and containment pressure 

limits and for limiting off site dose levels following an 

accident. These include LOCA, SLB, and ffiERRaer -AF, 

events that result in RCS inventory reduction or severe loss 

of RCS cooling.

LCO The LCO requires three , ESAS'instrum n fo 

each Parameter in Table .5- 4  to be OPERABL 

(S~apy) Failure of any instrument renders the affected 

•c Wannel(s) inoperable and reduces the reliability of the 

eaffected Functions.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-52A>

The ESAS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3) for 

operation in MODE 1. There are no specific safety analyses for operation in 

MODES 2, 3 and 4. However, industry operating experience has identified the 

ESAS instrumentation as significant to public health and safety during these 

operating conditions. Therefore, the ESAS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 4 

of 10 CFR 50.36 for operation in MODES 2, 3 and 4.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/1/2001



ESFAS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5 

BASES 

LCO Only the Allowable Value is specified for each AS 

(continued) Function in the LCO. rip seteoints ar 
/- , J •.. ......... in theýun C a~i sotnnt 21"aluti-oWS. _The w 

•v (S trip setpoints are selected to ensure the setpofnts measured 

by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed the Allowable 
Value if the bistable is performing as require ratin 

w a ri sep ess co rve arvthe n nalirip, 

point but wit ' its Al wabl, alue,/is ac tab) / 

rovi that o ation tes ng are onsi hent e 
ass tions of he unit peciffc setp nt calulat ons.  
Each &lowaie Value specified is more conservative thin 

ana ica l mi assumed in t e safety analysis to account 

for instrme! t uncertainties appropriate to the tii 
t £edi Caaa-,C Parameter.7 ise 

VeUa t4e';i1i~s asocLS 4fdie pe .oin etho o e .3).  

.Add .• t ," LJoed Thealues for bypass removal functions are stated 
... Old;J&) ;,' in the Applicable MODES or Other Specified Condition column 

'•,-rt"' A• yS-",5 ,j of Table 3.3.5-.  

SThree EAS ins 'r1-nq channels shall be OPERABLE4 

_- •tto ensure that a single failure in one 

"chann"--ill not result in loss of the ability to 

automatically actuate the required safety systems.  

Theýýas e or the on E S Para etrs inc'bde•/the 
rolowin~g".1 

Reactor Coolant System Pressure 

Three channels Pof RCS Pressure-Low 
a t S(l~sr es/erL oOre required OPERA BLE >Ia iI.)•Each 

oennen incudes a sensor, triehanne l p 
ubypass rela-Yso relay l n _ are •.•aannnal°gf/f 
o f rtiog of e :n pressure' cnan nel iS z, d u n 1;O/Duv.nno,6.+p t h I a_ I 

afbot e shua anr amet er s .T he refqor, fa i ture of one /) an ogch nel re ersondhannel of the '.1w pr___ur :/d 
w 10 ressurrFunction in eachitrain /noperole. A ie/ 

ista Of th°c~hannely~are F~nction~and train / 
S• 

• • *sec"ic. T refore, •bistabl@( failure renders only one-/' ( 

"•-•--•- • bistable or bypass circuitry, such thatchannel v I/ 
nnn9+ • ed hoe not re4e de channnel inpe~rable,ý 

S [Outputrel ay,; and bl og•ti mer 're -p as ar e-- • n sp, eifi c/b•• 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-53A> 

since the channel is still capable of performing its safety function, i.e., this is not 

a safety related bypass function.

5/1/2001ANO-1 ITS INSERT
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BASES

LCO 

51%/ 

g(

Reactor Coolant System Pressure (continued) 

Ati re r1 a cted ncti.o n

1.

t n or equal to he value as med in acc1went 
analyses plus e instrumen uncertaintjis. The / 
maximum valu assumed for e setpoint/of the RCS/ 
Pressure-L trip of HP in safety P6alyses is/ 
1480 psig The setpo' for the 1 W RCS and 4]cowable 
Value of • [1600] p g for the 1 pressure pdrameter 
is sel ted to en e actuatioroccurs when/actual RCS 
pres re is above 1480 psig. /The RCS Pressure 
ins umentatio must functipn while subject to the 
s rsere envir meent created'by a LOCA. ,Therefore, the 

ip setpoi•t Allowable/Value account4 for severe / 
environme6't induced 2 wors. / 

To enture the RCS F'r-essure-Low vl/ip is not bypassed 
whed e required to e OPERABLE b-the safety analysis, 
ech channel's ypass removal ,6istable must _0e set 
oith an Allo 1be Value of V[1800] psig. he bypass 
removal dood" not need to f ihction for accLdents 
initiate rom RCS Pressu;'es below the Vpass removF 
setpoiny. Therefore, t.0 bypass removo setpoint/ 
Allowa Ae Value need not account for vere 
envirobment induced eirors. t

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-54A>

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables are set. For the 

RCS Pressure-Low, the limiting safety analysis assumes the HPI, LPI, EFIC 

EFW, ES electrical alignment, and two subsets of RB isolation actuate at 

>_ 1520 psig (> 1535 psia). The Allowable Value of > 1585 psig includes 

considerations for instrumentation error and an allowance for margin.  

Allowances for instrument drift and additional margin are included in the trip 
setpoint.  

Guidance used to calculate the uncertainties associated with the trip setpoints is 

provided in Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, 

Design Guide, IDG-001 (Ref. 4). The explicit uncertainties associated with each 

setpoint are addressed in the individual design calculations or calibration 
procedures. Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value in conjunction 

with the LCOs and administrative controls ensure that the consequences of 

DBAs will be acceptable, providing the unit is operated from within the LCOs at 

the onset of the DBA and the equipment functions as analyzed. An analog 

instrument channel is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its 
required Allowable Value.

ANO-1 ITS 5/1/2001INSERT
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BASES

((cont ued) Teensure thee CS Pressure--Low Low tri is not 
ypassed assumed OPABLE by the, afety anysisl 

Seach cha l's bypass emoval bistaffie must b set 

with a llowable V ue of s [900ypsig. Thbypass I 
rem• does not pded to functiql" for acci nts 
in itated by RCYressure below' the bypas removaM 
setpoint. Therefore, the bypass remova setpoint t 
Allowable Value need not account for severe 

,, environment induced errors.

Reartor Ruildina Pressure

:ob•_c.;: , . . r ." -J 

•.•__._SJ ...

Three channels4j&"of P esr- n RB 
Pressure-:Highf1are requ red to be OPERABLE S.  
Each channel includes a pressure switch, bypa•ssre as, and 

Ut ut rela s. jhef igh pressure chlInnel s a so IncLu-
W ock t' rs. 4lth pressure switc is Function and train \ 
spec c, so ere are'12 pressureswitches,total.  
Th efore, pressure' switch re rs onlye ne Function in 

Strai noperae. Output lays an block timer relaysl 
are tra• specif but may b gshared $ongParam•ters./ 
Therefbre, outpUt or block imer relAy failuru'render all } 

1,affected Functions in one train inoperable. / 

/ The RB Pressure switc!-- may be subjectea to hIgh radiatior " 
conditions during accidents'that they are intended to 
mitigate. The sor portioyof the switches-is also 
exposed to t steam envir~liment present in the RB following 
a LOCA or gh energy lV e break. Therefore, the trip.
setpoi Allowable Va e accounts for measurement errors 
indu dby these en ronments.  

ding Pressu r-High Setnoint,' 

The RB ressure-Hi Setpoint Allowiable Value 
S5 lpsig was se cted to be low e)ough to detect a 
rise in RB Pres re that would occur due to a small 
break LOCA, t s ensuring that the RB high pressure 
actuation of the safety systems will occur for a wide 
spectrum o break sizes. Thectrip setpoint' also 
causes the RB coolers to sbhft to emergency mode to' 
prevent damage to the cooler fans due to the increase

(continued)

LCO

/
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<INSERT B3.3-55A>

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables are set. Credit 
is taken in the safety analyses for RB Pressure-High trip for the actuation of 
selected systems. The safety analyses for reactor building performance and 
equipment environmental qualification (pressure and temperature envelope 
definition) conservatively assume the RB cooling is not initiated until well 
beyond the expected actual automatic actuation time frame. Therefore, no 
additional consideration of the instrumentation uncertainties is warranted.  

Credit is taken in the safety analyses for RB Pressure-High High trip for the 
actuation of selected systems. The safety analyses for reactor building 
performance and equipment environmental qualification (pressure and 
temperature envelope definition) conservatively assumes the RB spray is not 
initiated until well beyond the expected actual automatic actuation time frame.  
Therefore, no additional consideration of the instrumentation uncertainties is 
warranted.  

Therefore, the bistable is considered to be properly adjusted when the "as left" 
value is consistent with the identified Allowable Value, i.e., for this parameter 
the trip setpoint and the Allowable Value are the same. Guidance used to 
calculate the uncertainties associated with the trip setpoints is provided in 
Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, Design 
Guide, IDG-001 (Ref. 4). Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value 
ensure that the consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing the unit is 
operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the DBA and the equipment 
functions as analyzed. An analog instrument channel is inoperable if its actual 
trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value.

ANO-1 ITS 5/1/2001INSERT
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BASES

I. Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low Setooint 

The RCS Pressure-Low Setpoint actuatio P meter 

shall be OPERABLE during operation bove p -

This requirement ensures the capability to 

automatically actuate safety systems and components 

during conditions indicati of a LOCA or secondary 

unit overcooling. BelowC _sit, the low RKCS 7 

Pressure actuation Parameter acan ypasse to avoi 

actuation during normal unit cooldowns when safety 

systems actuations are not required.

The allowance for the bypass is consistent with the 

transition of the unit to a lower energy state, 
margint to safety limits. The unit 

sresponse to any event, given that the reactor is 

1 ad tripped, will be less severe and allows 

May,( time for operator action to provide manual 

S saf'e-ty-system actuations. This is even more 

appropria e uring unit heatups when the primary 

system and core energy content is low, prior to power

e)I+

Q 'A• e Aj y E • - -: o p e r a t i o n . M a -C 

In MODES 5 and 6, there is e ftim for the 

operator to evaluate unit c nditons and respond by 

manually starting individual systems, pumps, and other 

equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal 

conitineres(ure and 
temperature 

(continued)
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ES*S Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5

APPLICABILITY 1. Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low Setpoint 
(continued)

are very low, and many ESf)components are 
Sadinistratively(o or otherwise prevented 

from actuating to prevent inadvertent 
overpressurization of unit systems.

iL-'9

(continued)

BASES
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BASES 

APPLICABILITY i3 . Reactor Buildinq Pressure-High and Reactor BuildinQ 

(continued) Pressure-Hiqh Hiqh Setpoints 

The RB Pressure-High and RB Pressure-High High 

actuation Functions of E S0S shall be OPERABLE in el;4 

MODES 1, 2 3 --- I w the 2otential for a HELB 
e I r DES/ and 6, thte unit oonditionstare.

su that here s insuffieent en y in th pr* ary, 
ta• sec (dary •stems to •ise th contain ng/ 

W QJU-S_ Y ýints,./Furthe re MODES 5 
Sand 6, there is/4q#9e Wtime TfT- Whe Upertor to 

evaluate unit conitions and respond by manually 

tarting individual systems, pumps, and other 
•~condition or accident-J Plant pressure and temperature 

+ýMAZr- A& W('no) esuipment to mitqagjPthe consequences of an abnormal 

S_•• are very low and many ES( components are 

/• .•K//• admiistrativel
1  • o otherwise prevented 

Sfrom actuating to prevent inadvertent 

overpressurization of unit systems.  

ACTIONS Required Actions A and pply topES S instrumentation 

Parameters listed in Table 3.3.5-4 .  

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 

_ Condition entry is allowed for each Parameter.  
ýIf channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative with 

g **ttV'. respect to the Allowable Value, or the transmitter, 

instrument lop signal processing electronics, or E•AS 

instroupreent 
inadvertent 

bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions 

provided by that channel should be declared inoperable and 

the unit must enter the Conditions for the particular 

protection Parameter affected.  
Ifesectt thuber Alow~ eable Valu ,ns or th transitt rm•e•". / 

bsan lesis. hifoun npr abe, then 3 .sall aeffectedt functions•

exe•theontmst sp~fente the Cnd~ ieition s foride pa ticul sar e • 

•f aplcal~~i t e n cu _~t, MOD Eeda of oert .d 

(continued) 
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ACTIONS A.1 CWO &kos 

(continued) Condition A applies when one channel becomes inoperable in 

one or more Parameters. If one ESAS channel is inoperable, 

placing it in a trippeG condition leaves the system in a 

one-out-of-two condition for actuation. Thus, if another 

/•-W~.hannel were to fail, the E.WAS instrumentation could still 

ýýoj;perform its actuation functions. This i leted 

when all of the affected output relays 

tripped. This can normally be accomplished by triin the 
stablea c rep 

affected istable riri i e in VvicuI 

nd oc . t thi unit, t, specificoutpu relay (L• 
wasciatewith e h ESF iAnstrumitatio channel re 

Sta l ocument, 

The I hour Completion Time is sufficient time to perform the 

Required Action.  

B. . B.2 and 

, (Condion Bapp. i*esen Requir Action A.1 not met 

wi in the requir Completio ime. If Re ired Action n .. ( 
annot be met hn the re ired Complet n Time, the. Kit 

Smust be brou t to a MODE n which the 0 does not apply.  KA To achiev his status, he unit must e brought to1t least 

MODE 3 th In 6 hour nd, for the S Pressure-Lqm 
Setpo tio < _8 ?psig,-for t RCS Press~ure~glow Low 

Se oint, to < ]psig, and r the RB Press$4re High 
.aLl h -- to MODELSw hin.3 hours.  

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 

operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 

challenging unit systems.

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-59A> 

Condition B applies when Required Action A.1 and its associated Completion 
Time are not met, or when one or more parameters have more than one analog 

instrument channel inoperable. If Condition B applies, the unit must be brought 

to a condition in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit 
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. Additionally, for the RCS 
Pressure-Low parameter, the unit must be brought to < 1750 psig within 
36 hours, and for the RB Pressure-High and High High parameters, the unit 

must be brought to MODE 5 within 36 hours.
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SURVI 
REQU' 

(cc

EILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1 (pcJe ~ioAQ.asuac r rt ~ ~ 
IREMENTS 
ontinued) Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours es 

a gross failure of instrumentation'io•n 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the two instrument channels could be an indication 
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 

something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

-~ A reement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based 

on a com ination o channel instrument uncertaintieso 
1 is 1 1 a anIf a 

c annel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication 

that the transmitter or the signal processing equipment ha.  

drifted outside its limit.1 If the nnels are n ally o
"Ial-e dur g times wh surveill e is requir , the 

,CHANNR CHECK wil nly verif at they ar ff scale 
t' 'same direc n. Off scae low curren loop charels a 

erified to ereading a he bottom orthe range And not 

failed d scale.
L

The Frequency( oh is based on operating e6%r 

experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 

in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 

minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due 

failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL H c-i•// 

-suplements less formal, but ore requent, checks of 

Pi Annel o'rW__jW during normal operational use of the 
displays associated with the LCO's required channels.  

SR 3.3.5.2 o

A Note ines a c nel as being ERABLE for up to 8 hours " 

whi ypassed Surveillance sting provid4 the I 
r aining tw SFAS channels e OPERABLE oro ripped. e 

ote allows hannel bypass r testing wi "out defi.* it 

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS 

Ras inope e, although dur g this time pe d it cannot
initi ESFAS. This al wance is based&' he inabili to 

Iper rm the Surveilla e in the time peptted by the 
uired Actions. ght hours is the verage time quire 

o perform the S veillance. It i ot acceptabl to 
routinely rem channels from s ice for more han 8 our 

to perform r quired Surveillance~testing.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required 
•- E* channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the 
-intended functions. Any setpoint adjustment shall be 

consistent with the assumptions of the c(q-ien ni1,ecAic 
setpointa y .________ 

The Frequency of 31 days is based on unit operating 
experience, with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, 
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of 
a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.44rA6e lcs 

SR 3.3.5.3 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of t he instrument H5 

channel, including the sensor. The test verifies that the 
channel responds to a measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves - .  

the channel adjusted to account for instrumept44fo , 09TABtE 
Sensure t at the cnstrument nel remains 
between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONrMV1Tfind 
that measurement errors and bistable set oint errors are 
within the assumptions of the setpoint 

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent 
with the assumptions of the 4 setpoint 

ThisFrequency is justified by the assumption of an t leACsLt 

A l" ]month calibration interval to determine the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint s.'

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.4 (continued) 
REQU IRENENTS 

maximum values assumed the safety alyses. Individual 
component'response ti s are not ordeled in thevanalyses.  
" Respoife time testig acceptancwrcriteria fov'this unit are 

included in Ref ence 1. The-analyses model the overall or 
total elapse Ime from t point at whigh the parameter 1 

exceeds th actuation s point value aPt the sensor to e 
point a hich the end device is actuated. Thus, t s SR : ,-

enc sses the autOmatic actuation logic compone s covered 
by J.0 3.3.7 an dAhe operation/f the mechanica SF 
c ionents.  

- Response me tests are nducted on an [ month.STAG ED 
TEST S. Testing o the final actua n devices, ch 
make p the bulk of- e response time,,s included i the 
te ing of each cha nel. Therefore.,/tagsgered te• ing 

sults in respqu(se time verificat n of these ices ery 
-[18] months. Jhe 18 month test 'equency is b ed on it 

operating exj rience, which s s that rando failu.r of 
instrumenta ion components s ioussesponse jute 
degradatio' but not chann failure are i requent 
occurrences.

REFERENCES 1. -,AR, Chapter .  

10 CFR 5 

c i * ,it f S e, c -c S nt tho . , 

LoAR Chapt r f ,o4s;-C L•telt 

------------------

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ESHAS Manual Initiation 
B 3.3.6 

B 3.3 INSTRUMEHTATIWZ ý Ot7§L) MnaIitt io 
B 3.3.6 Engineered d ýt ea• Actuation System (E ) Manual Initiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The E•S man 1 initiation capability allows the operator 
BACKGROUND to actuate E S Functions from the control room in the 

absence of any other initiation conedltin- ' tnually 
(a-acv•u n eed act s include Function ife tion, fw 
Pr r)Ssure inj~m ion, Reacto uildina (RB ooin, 

In aion capal ill y ls pr~vvdueo n the ev n th pe a o 

determines that an ES )S Function is needed @nd has not been 

automatically actuated. Furthermore, the ES9~S manual 

i ni i at o n n ab l i t a l ow s o e r at o r s t o r a p id ly in i t ia t e 

/•ngineered~aeyfa ' ).•fFuctions if the trend of 

unit parameters indicates that Ef actuation will be needed.  

LCO 3.3.6 covers only the system level manual initiation of 

these Functions. LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered (Wety Fetpetj 
Actuation System E S Instrumentation,' and 3.3.7, 

S44Engineere eActuation System (E S -) 
Actuationogic., provide requirements on the 

ions of the ESOS that automatically initiate the 
Functions described earlier.

initiation Function relies on I[ 
I-ev4M•Iggo actuation logicvLICO3.3.7)ZC• 

perform the actuation of the s st 

button is provided on & C -. ,- +h

0ole for each of the e r c n 

P )n Operation of the push-button energizes F 
acts perform a logical "OR" funchionwith 
Oi)automatic actuatio except for the 1_

•. tLoThe E!#As manual Rinn ion channel is defined as the ''. •_J' 
instrumentation( the console switch thet 

actuation lo1 i, which actuatei the end devPces, Other 

6--me s of manual initiation, such as contro s for individual 

Efdevices, may be available in the cont ol room and other

B 3.3-63



E#AS Manual Initiation 
B 3.3.6 

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

unit locations. These alternative means are not required by 

this LCO, nor may they be credited to fulfill the 
requirements of this LCO.

APPLICABLE The ESS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, 

SAFETY ANALYSES provides protective functions necessary to mitigate Design 

Basis Accidents, specifically, the loss of coolant accidenLLOCAj 

~ /~)r ~fr-and team line break evenW 

"-_________The_ manual initiation ensur s that the control room 

C 0 C K 7
C/ operator can rapidly initiate EJe Functions !!I nn / 

The manual initiation trip Function is required as a backup 

to automatic trip functions and allows operators to initiate 

EnS whenever any parameter is rapidly trending toward its 

trip setpo ...herore , EESFAS manuase. ltlatiI Fn m y / 
ratinaocedures for fication..

LCO

'J s 04T

Two ES S manual initiation channels of each ESAS Function 

shall fe OPERABLE whenever conditions exist that could 

require ES/protection of the reactor or RB. Two OPERABLE 

channels ensure that no single random failure will prevent 

sy.tem level manual initiation of any E$W.S Function. The 
Ei manual initiation Function allows the operator to 

initiate protective action prior to automatic initiation or 

in the event the automatic initiation does not occur.

The E S S anual initiatio unc ions s a 1 be LE i 
MODES 1and in 4 when the associated 

% ~e, •equipment is required to be OPERABLE.  

e-" manual initiation channels are required because ES/ 
•F~designe~d to provide protection in these MODE• 

I M)ODES 5 and •El•lS initiate tm htaeete 
recn gue r is e for thatare 

Accidents in these MOD S are slow to develop and would e1 

_mitiq~ted by manual operation of individual components.  
lime is available to evaluate unit conditions and

(continued)

e-oi ned)/95
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<INSERT B3.3-64A>

Operating experience has shown the ESAS manual initiation function to 
be significant to public health and safety, and therefore satisfy 
Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).  

<INSERT B3.3-64B> 

The ESAS is divided into five Functions actuated by ten manual initiation 
channels as indicated in the following table: 

Function Associated Channels 

High Pressure Injection 1 & 2 

Low Pressure Injection 3 & 4 

RB Cooling 5 & 6 

RB Spray 7 & 8 

Spray Additive 9 & 10 

The ESAS High Pressure Injection (HPI) Function is actuated by ESAS 
Manual Initiation channels 1 and 2 and includes the following system 
actuations: HPI, a subset of reactor building (RB) isolation valves, diesel 
generators, and ES electrical alignment.  

The ESAS Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Function is actuated by ESAS 
Manual Initiation channels 3 and 4 and includes the following system 
actuations: LPI, a subset of RB isolation valves, and emergency 
feedwater (EFW) through an ESAS signal provided to the Emergency 
Feedwater Isolation and Control (EFIC) System.  

The ESAS RB Cooling Function is actuated by ESAS Manual Initiation 
channels 5 and 6 and includes the following system actuations: 
RB cooling, a subset of RB isolation valves, and RB penetration room 
ventilation system.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS Manual Initiation 
channels 7 and 8 and includes the following system actuations: 
RB spray.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function is actuated by ESAS Manual 
Initiation channels 9 and 10 and includes the following system 
actuations: spray additive.

ANO-1 ITS 5/1/2001INSERT



E#S Manual Initiation B 3.3.6 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY to respond by manually operating the ESecomponents, if 

(continued) required.  

ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS idicating separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each ESfAS manual initiation 
Function.  

Condition A applies when one manual initiation channel of 

one or more ES S Functions becomes inoperable. Required 

Action A.1 must be taken to restore the channel to OPERABLE 

status within the next 72 hours. The Completion Time of 

72 hours is based on unit operating experience and 

administrative controls, which provide alternative means of 

E*AS Function initiation via individual component controls.  

The 72 hour Completion Time iso--on-sis`-ent with the allowed 

outage time for the safety systems actuated by ES*S.  

B.1 and B.2 

eq red Actio. A.1 and Reired Action BZappl~ v if ie-Wred Ac-tio7-. 1 and R et i thntrrdie- -/~( 

R to Reuired Acft A n t be.met 

A5n r ir nompletion Time, h-e- ui 

achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least 

MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 

experience, to reach the required mODES from full power 

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requirfs the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 

TEST of the ESS manual initiation. This test verifies that cicuandywill actuate 
that the initiatigcrcir is OPERABLE and wl cut 

th e (I. pump,,, alveket• k. TheAI18imonth 

1requency is based on the need-to perform this Surveillance 

~ c. (continued)

Rey 1, 0410119&8 3.3-65



ESAS Manual Initiation B 3.3.6 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) 

under the conditions that apply during a unit outage and the 

potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 

were performed with the reactor at power. This Frequency is 

demonstrated to be sufficient, based on operating 

experience, which shows these components usually pass the 

Surveillance when performed on theIlaffmonth Frequency.

'At

REFERENCES n

B 3.3-66
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ES(AS j Actuation Logic B 3.3.7 

B 3.3 INSTRU EENT I 

B 3.3.7 Engineeredr Actuation System (ES#S)(ýý 
Actuation Logic 

BASES 

BACKGROUND OThe au matic actu on logic chapels of ESFAS re defined 

as t logic bet en the buffer of the sensi1 channels an 

" P~5 T t .controlle that actuate ASeuipme .Ecoft 2 -- omponents . atedy the FAS Functio has an assoted 9 
automatic tuation logi matrix. If o-out-of-thr ESFAS 

instrum ation chann indicate a ip, or syste evel 

m initiation o urs, the aut atic actuati 1o ic is 
.-A and th ssociated co -onent is d nThe d;7 

purpose of requiring OPERAUIL o the E 

actuation lo ic is to ensure that the Functions of the EAS 

n e automatically initiated in the event of an accident.  

tomatic actuation of some Functions is necessary to 

prevent the unit from exceeding the Emergency Core Cooling 

Systems (ECCS) limits in 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). It should 
be noted tha actuation logic channels 

a one wi not ensure that eac Function can be activated; 

-th instrument(If channels and actuated equipment 
aassociated with each Function must also be OPERABLE to 

ensure that the Functions can be automatically initiated• 
during an accident. • #Tjwf 

LCO 3.3.7 covers only theL actuation logic

initiatePothese Functions. LCO 3.3.5, "Engineere 14(ý 

(Iii5EActuation System (ESS) Instrumentation, and 

LCO 3.3.6, "Engineered LWel Feit ctua ion ystem 

(ES•S) Manual Initiation,* provie requirements on the 

OinstrumentVý and manual initiatio..bannels that input to 
te ! 1gactuation logicAl 

h ESS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, 

provides protective functions necessary to mitigate Design 

Basis Accidents (DBAs), specifically, the loss of coolant 

ac ident (LOCA) and steam line break (SLB) events. The 

ES relies on the OPEBILITY of theýA actuation 
' 09c ogic for each component to perform the actuation of the 

selected systems.  

The small and laroe break LOCA analyses assume a 

conservative OfIsg9do0) delay time for the actuation of high 

pressure injection I) and low pressure injection (LPI) in 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-67A>

The digital actuation logic channels of ESAS are defined as the 

instrumentation between, but not including, the buffers of the analog 

instrument channels and the unit controls that actuate ESAS equipment.  

Each of the components actuated by the ESAS Functions is associated 

with one or more digital actuation logic channels. If two-out-of-three 

ESAS analog instrument channels indicate a trip, or if channel level 

manual initiation occurs, the digital actuation logic channel is activated 
and the associated equipment is actuated.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/1/2001



ES*S QActuation Logic B 3.3.7

BASES 

(coninue) alowanes fr ~j~dieel gner tor e ( OG sarsi 
BACKGROUND BAW-10103A, Rev. 3 (Ref. 2). This delay time includes 9-, 

(AcKGoniued) allowances for • j diesel generataor• ([DG)) starts, rDG I 

loading, ECCS pump starts, and valve . Similarly, 

the reactor building (RB) Cooling, RB Isolation, and RB 

Spray have been analyzed with delays appropriate for the 

entire system.  

typicakvalues ui in ie anal es are 35 secnds for c B 

The S automatic initiation of Engineered y 

(E;0 Functions to mitigate accident conditions is assumed 

in the OBA analysis and is required to ensure that 

consequences of analyzed events do not exceed the accident 

analysis predictions. Automatically actuated features 
I ýWinclude HPI, LPI, RB Cooling, RB Spray,4and RB Isolation.

The ESFAS L s in th BWOG Sta dard Technical Specifications 

1(STS) are ased on system r present tive of th9 Crystal 

River U t 3 desi . As di ussed rlier, thi arrangement 

invol s measur nt chan s shar d among al actuation 

f fun ions, wi separate actuati n logic ch nels for each 

Ica uated co onent. I this a angement, ultiple ESF 

omponentsoare affec d by a easurement hannel fai re, 

but a si le autom c act tion logic ailure a t n 

one co onent. T organi ation of B G STS ES_ LCOs 

refle the d es ied 1; c arr e b n g actions 

for utomatic ctuati lgcifail res direct to the 

ac: ns for e affe ed ESF C nent. Th overall 

plosophy s that f an auto ic actuat' n logic fai 

eaffe ed com nent is put into its gineered s eguard 

configu tion. his action liminates he need fo the 

autom ic act tion logic. If the af ected comp ent cannot 

be p ced in its enginee d safegua configura on, ac on! 

are aken address t inoperabi ity of the upport 

sy tern co onent. Thj greatly simplifies dd ineatigrfiof 

E FAS L s. Furthe re, the LICO equiremeryis on 

instrwpentation ch nels, autooiatic actuatibon logicts, and 

anuaY initiation,/are specified separately to refl1ect the 

ifferent impact each has on ESFAS OPERABILITY.

(continued)
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E#S ý Actuation Logic 
B 3.3.7 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE Accident analyses rely on automatic E S actuation 

SAFETY ANALYSES for protection of the core and RB and or limitin off site 

dose levels followicg an accidentc ese incrte,'On 3 

u o e requ i result b actor w enever 
/cant Sor tmhe+v RB Tiensures autmiC i nt nof t•he 

i to m eons of aciens 
A C• •L h actuation logic is an integral 

hA Te SFAS ODtomatic ctuat io 3i M r-6i o \, 3"' / 6 NRC Yolicy St itement.•flgcsiai_ 
Ci~ n__ 

LCO bThe t E actuation logic'anual rion of.individual QBJ 
--compoebnt ne ,'A.S/ required to Oa vaL w e neeni 

conditions exist that could requie E4 protection of the 

CTIO Nctor or the Rbe. This ensures automatic initiation of the 

S6-z-C E;n required to mitigate the consequences of accidents.  

actuatio logi 

APPLICAB T oneormoreactu o shall be OPERABLE in 

iMODESrabl the associated c oenths) caned • " . .... equimentis required to be OPERABLE, 

ause ES a Functions are designed to provide protection in 
these MODES. Automatic actuation in MODE 5 or 6 is not 
required bec~ause the sy it iatdb 1h i a; • 

either reconf red -disable( forcon 
operationets inn tese MODES are slow 33eve6op an 
would be mitigaedb manual operation of individual 

components. (&ý ime is available to evaluate~unit 

conditions and respond by manually operating the ESVZ 

components, if required.  

ACTIONSA Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 

ACTIONSCondition entry is lowed for each E*S•Scg 

actuation logic " t• 

When one or more4ý actuation logicý&are i 

L£ • glie~e • •configuration. Required Action A.1 is 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-69A> 

The ESAS actuation logic satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3) 

for operation in MODE 1. There are no specific safety analyses for 

operation in MODES 2, 3 and 4. However, industry operating 
experience has identified the ESAS actuation logic as significant to 

public health and safety during these operating conditions. Therefore, 
the ESAS actuation logic satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 for 
operation in MODES 2, 3 and 4.  

<INSERT B3.3-69B> 

The ESAS is divided into five Functions actuated by ten digital actuation 

logic channels as indicated in the following table: 

Function Associated Channels 

High Pressure Injection 1 & 2 

Low Pressure Injection 3 & 4 

RB Cooling 5 & 6 

RB Spray 7 & 8 

Spray Additive 9 & 10 

The ESAS HPI Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 1 and 2 and includes the following system actuations: HPI, a 

subset of RB isolation valves, DGs, and ES electrical alignment. Digital 

actuation logic channels 1 and 2 are actuated by two-out-of-three RCS 

Pressure-Low analog instrument channels, or two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS LPI Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 3 and 4 and includes the following system actuations: LPI, a 

subset of RB isolation valves, and EFW through an ESAS signal 
provided to EFIC. Digital actuation logic channels 3 and 4 are actuated 
by two-out-of-three RCS Pressure-Low analog instrument channels, or 

two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Isolation and Cooling Function is actuated by ESAS 
digital actuation logic channels 5 and 6 and includes the following 
system actuations: RB cooling, a subset of RB isolation valves, and 
RB penetration room ventilation system. Digital actuation logic 
channels 5 and 6 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High 
analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 7 and 8 and includes the following system actuations: 
RB spray. Digital actuation logic channels 7 and 8 are actuated by two
out-of-three RB Pressure-High High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation 
logic channels 9 and 10 and includes the following system actuations: 
spray additive. Digital actuation logic channels 9 and 10 are actuated by 

two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High High analog instrument channels.

5/1/2001ANO-1 ITS INSERT



ESAS 4Actuation Logic 

B 3.3.7 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) 

equivalent to the t actuation logic -performing its 

safety function ahea of time. In some casePs, placing the 

e cpnet in i"-0ts 2Xc IFV configuration would 
violate unit safety or operational considerations. In these 

cases, the component status should not be changed, but the 

supported system component must be declared inoperable.  

Conditions which would preclude the placing of a component 

in its configuration include, but are 

not limited to, violation of system separation, activation 

of fluid systems that could lead to thermal shock, k a---r .,-iOv\ 

isolation of fluid systems that are normally functioning.,,
6Y 

The Completion Time of I hour is based on operating QY CV 9 m , 

experience and reflects the urgency associated with the v4aici d no&4 ý fQ.' 

inoperability of a safety system component. yr• €/0A 

Required Action A.2 requires entry into the Required Action 600 ci , ýo-1 

of the affected suaQJtall systems, since the true effect of 5 " 

,'4 actuation logile failure is inoperability of theg 

supported system. The Completion Time of 
1 hour is based on e5 

operating experience and reflects the urgency associated 

AA 9#~b1X0119"\)wth ieý -1ýrj~ab -3Iyf- a -*afety--systeml compo~nenJt.! 

ot R9trted kj7Od.5 10'14. ~/ 2- MAA1-2e 4'-' r -.G Jkf~f e' f 0ICeIA# 

': C f"iCv4e /H 4j e i o.cpera .,te E • • ,4 ,isa1 a. , 'n lL5• Ct.d .ih4G ) 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.7.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
The test demonstrates 

actuation logic 
n7 successfully performs the 

we ic combinations every 31 days 
F~z/• ut•ati aruat L Onlec X• t•$ Metes=TResr evef oy•( .a 

The test simulates ste required one-out-of-three inputs t 

the logic circuit and verifies the successful operation of 

/�-�~~p actuation logic. The Frequency is based on 

operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of more 

than one channel failing within the same 31 day interval.  

r) Aut tic uation /ogic r sponse time testing is- ,, 
•)\ orDo.red into he re onse tiptesting req(ued by 

(continued)
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E#S Actuation Logic 
8 3.3.7 

BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46.  

3 July 1977.
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EFIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.11 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.11 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) System Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.11 The EFIC System instrumentation channels for each Function in 
Table 3.3.11-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.11-1 

ACTIONS 

------------------------------------------------------------ NOT 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Fur

I-- ------------------------------------------------------- ---

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Emergency A. 1 Place channel(s) in bypass 1 hour 

Feedwater (EFW) Initiation or trip.  
or Main Steam Line 
Isolation Functions listed in 
Table 3.3.11 -1 with one 
channel inoperable.  

B. One or more EFW Initiation B.1 Place one channel in 1 hour 

or Main Steam Line bypass.  
Isolation Functions listed in 
Table 3.3.11-1 with two AND 
channels inoperable.  

B.2 Place second channel in 1 hour 
trip.  

C. One EFW Vector Valve C.1i Restore channel to 72 hours 

Control channel inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

D. Required Action and D. 1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 

associated Completion 
Time not met for AND 
Function 1 .b.  

D.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

5/1/20013.3.11-1ANO-1



EFIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.11

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

E. Required Action and E.1 Reduce THERMAL 6 hours 

associated Completion POWER to < 10% RTP.  
Time not met for 
Functions l.a or 1 .d.  

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met for AND 
Functions 1.c, 2, or 3.  

F.2 Reduce steam generator 12 hours 
pressure to < 750 psig.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

------------------------------------------------------------ N O T E ------------------------------------------------------------

Refer to Table 3.3.11-1 to determine which SRs shall be performed for each EFIC Function.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.11.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.11.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

SR 3.3.11.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

3.3.11-2 5/1/2001ANO-1



EFIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.11 

Table 3.3.11-1 (page 1 of 1) 

Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control System Instrumentation 

APPLICABLE 
MODES OR 

FUNCTION OTHER 
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

CONDITIONS CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS VALUES 

1. EFW Initiation 

a. Loss of MFW Pumps > 10% RTP 4 SR 3.3.11.1 >55.5 psig 

(Control Oil Pressure) SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3 

b. SG Level- Low 1,2,3 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 > 11.1 inches 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3 

c. SG Pressure - Low 1,2,3(a) 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 > 584.2 psig 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3 

d. RCP Status > 10% RTP 4 SR 3.3.11.1 NA 

SR 3.3.11.2 

2. EFW Vector Valve Control 

a. SG Pressure - Low 1,2,3(a) 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 >584.2 psig 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3 

b. SG Differential 1,2,3(a) 4 SR 3.3.11.1 <150 psid 
Pressure- High SR 3.3.11.2 

SR 3.3.11.3 

3. Main Steam Line Isolation 

a. SG Pressure - Low 1,2 ,3(a)(b) 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 >584.2 psig 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3

(a) When SG pressure > 750 psig.  

(b) Except when all associated valves are closed and deactivated.

3.3.11-3 5/1/2001ANO-1



EFIC Manual Initiation 
3.3.12

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.12 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Manual Initiation

LCO 3.3.12

APPLICABILITY:

Two manual initiation switches per actuation train for each of the following 
EFIC Functions shall be OPERABLE: 

a. Steam generator (SG) A Main Steam Line Isolation; 

b. SG B Main Steam Line Isolation; and 

c. Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Initiation.  

When associated EFIC Function is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

------------------------------------------------------------ NOTI 
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Fun

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more EFIC A.1 Place affected trip bus in 72 hours 

Function(s) with one the affected train for the 
required manual initiation associated EFIC 
switch inoperable in one Function(s) in trip.  
actuation train.  

B. One or more EFIC B.1 Restore one manual 72 hours 
Function(s) with both initiation switch for each of 
required manual initiation the affected EFIC 
switches inoperable in a Function(s) to OPERABLE 
single actuation train, status.  

C. One or more EFIC C.1 Restore one actuation train 1 hour 
Function(s) with one or for the associated EFIC 
both required manual Function(s) to OPERABLE 
initiation switches status.  
inoperable in both 
actuation trains.

3.3.12-1

I-- -............................................................
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EFIC Manual Initiation 
3.3.12

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met for EFW AND 
Initiation Function.  

D.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met for Main AND 
Steam Line Isolation 
Function. E.2.1 Reduce steam generator 12 hours 

pressure to < 750 psig.  

OR 

E.2.2 Close and deactivate all 12 hours 
associated valves.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.12.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.13 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Logic

LCO 3.3.13 Trains A and B of each Logic Function shown below shall be OPERABLE:

a. Main Steam Line Isolation; and 

b. Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Initiation.

APPLICABILITY: When associated EFIC Function is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

-............................................................NOT 
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Fun

I-------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more train A A. 1 Restore affected train to 72 hours 
Functions inoperable with OPERABLE status.  
all train B Functions 
OPERABLE; or one or 
more train B Functions 
inoperable with all train A 
Functions OPERABLE.  

B. Required Action and B. 1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met for EFW AND 
Initiation Function.  

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

C. Required Action and C.1I Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 

associated Completion 
Time not met for Main AND 
Steam Line Isolation 
Function. C.2.1 Reduce steam generator 12 hours 

pressure to < 750 psig.  

O__R 

C.2.2 Close and deactivate all 12 hours 
associated valves.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.13.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.14 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Vector Logic

LCO 3.3.14 

APPLICABILITY:

Four channels of the EFIC vector logic shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1 and 2, 
MODE 3 when steam generator pressure is -> 750 psig.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One vector logic channel A.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Reduce steam generator 12 hours 
pressure to < 750 psig.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.14.1 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.11 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The EFIC System instrumentation is designed to protect against the consequences 

of a simultaneous blowdown of both steam generators. Steam generator (SG) 

isolation is actuated to protect the core during an overcooling condition upon a main 

steam or feedwater line rupture. The Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System is 

actuated to protect the core during an overheating condition upon a loss of main 

feedwater or a loss of primary side forced circulation (loss of all four reactor coolant 

pumps). In addition, EFIC controls the EFW flow rate to the SG(s) to control SG 

level and minimize overcooling. EFIC also selects the appropriate SG(s) under 

conditions of steam line break or main feedwater or emergency feedwater line 

break downstream of the last check valve, and provides for isolation of the main 

steam and main feedwater lines of a depressurized steam generator. The EFIC 

Functions that are supported and the parameters that are needed for each of these 

Functions are described next.  

The EFIC instrumentation contains devices and circuitry that generate the following 

signals when monitored variables reach levels that are indicative of conditions 

requiring protective actions.  

a. EFW Initiation; 

b. EFW Vector Valve Control; and 

c. Main Steam Line Isolation.  

EFW is initiated to restore a source of cooling water to the secondary system when 

conditions indicate that the normal source of feedwater is insufficient to continue 

heat removal. The two indications used for this are the loss of both MFW pumps 

and a low level in the steam generator (SG). Also, EFW is initiated when action is 

being taken to isolate the MFW from the SG during conditions of uncontrolled 

depressurizations. This is done by initiating EFW when steam pressure reaches 

the low SG pressure setpoint. Also, EFW is initiated when the primary system 

experiences a total loss of forced circulation. This initiation, on the loss of all 

reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), ensures the EFW is available to raise SG levels to 

promote natural circulation cooling.  

The EFIC System initiates EFW when an Engineered Safeguards Actuation System 

(ESAS) signal is initiated on low RCS pressure or high reactor building pressure 

(ESAS Channels 3 and 4) in order to support heat removal following Emergency 

Core Cooling System (ECCS) actuation. This is a digital signal provided by the 

ESAS Automatic Actuation Logic. Refer to the Bases for LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered
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Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.7, 

"Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Automatic Actuation Logic," for 

additional discussion.  

The EFIC System also initiates EFW on loss of main feedwater flow as part of the 

Diverse Reactor Overpressure Protection System (DROPS) which is the system 

provided for ANO-1 to comply with requirements to reduce risk from an anticipated 

transient without scram (ATWS). The DROPS consists of the Diverse Scram 

System (DSS) and the ATWS Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC).  

EFW initiation for ATWS prevention and mitigation is not required by this 
Specification.  

The EFIC System also isolates main steam and MFW to an SG that has 

experienced an uncontrolled depressurization. With the uncontrolled 

depressurization, the heat sink temperature control is lost and the heat removal rate 

cannot be controlled. The main steam and MFW are isolated to an SG when the 

steam pressure reaches a low setpoint below the normal operating point of the 
secondary system.  

EFW initiation also enables EFIC vector logic which performs an EFW control 

function to preclude the delivery of fluid to a depressurized SG, thereby avoiding an 

uncontrolled cooling condition as long as the other SG remains pressurized. When 

both of the SGs are depressurized, the EFIC vector logic provides EFW flow to both 

SGs until a significant pressure difference between the two SGs is developed, 
thereby ensuring that core cooling is maintained.  

Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values 

The trip setpoints are the values at which the bistables are set. Any bistable is 

considered to be properly adjusted when the "as left" value is within the band for 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy.  

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the analytical limits stated in 

SAR, Chapters 7 and 14 (Refs. 2 and 3). The selection of these trip setpoints is 

such that adequate protection is provided when appropriate sensor and processing 

time delays are taken into account. The Allowable Values are conservatively 
adjusted with respect to the analytical limits to allow for calibration tolerances, 
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and environmental errors as required.  

Guidance used to calculate the uncertainties associated with the trip setpoints is 

provided in Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual 

Design Guide, IDG-001 (Ref. 4). The explicit uncertainties are addressed in the 

design calculations as required. The trip setpoint entered into the bistable may be 

more conservative than that specified by the Allowable Value to account for 

changes in instrument error detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. A 

channel is inoperable if its as-found trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable 
Value.
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Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value in conjunction with the LCOs and 

administrative controls ensure that the consequences of Design Basis Accidents 

(DBAs) are acceptable, providing the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the 

onset of the DBA, and that the equipment functions as analyzed.  

Each channel can be tested on line to verify that the trip setpoint is within the 

specified allowance requirements. Once a designated channel is taken out of 

service for testing, a simulated signal can be injected in place of the field instrument 

signal. The process equipment for the channel in test can then be tested, verified, 
and calibrated.  

Actuation Logic 

SAR, Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 2), describes the EFIC EFW Initiation logic operation.  

Each EFIC train actuates on a one-out-of-two taken twice combination of trip 

signals from the instrumentation channels. Each EFIC channel can issue an initiate 

command, but an EFIC actuation will take place only if at least two channels issue 

initiate commands. For the EFW Initiation and Main Steam Line Isolation functions, 

the one-out-of-two taken twice logic combinations are transposed between trains so 

that failure of two channels prevents actuation of, at most, one train.  

More detailed descriptions of the EFIC instrumentation are provided below.  

1. EFW Initiation 

Figure 10-2, Sheet 4, SAR, Chapter 10 (Ref. 5), illustrates each channel of the 

EFIC EFW Initiation Function. The individual instrumentation channels that 

serve EFIC EFW Initiation Function are discussed next.  

a. Loss of MFW Pumps (Control Oil Pressure) 

Loss of both MFW Pumps is one of the six parameters within the EFIC 
System that automatically initiates EFW. The MFW Pump status 

instrumentation, and associated bypasses, are internal to the Reactor 
Protection System (RPS). For RPS, loss of MFW Pumps is detected by 

MFW Pump turbine control oil pressure. Each RPS channel receives 
MFW Pump status information from one of four pressure switches per 

pump. If both switches in a single channel trip (one from each pump), 

the associated RPS channel trips. Each RPS channel provides a 
contact input into its associated EFIC channel representative of both 

MFW Pumps tripped. At least two EFIC channels in trip are required for 

EFW Initiation. This Function is automatically bypassed when 
THERMAL POWER is < 10% RTP and the bypass is automatically 

removed when THERMAL POWER is _ 10% RTP. The bypass 

functions occur internal to the RPS, i.e., prior to input to the EFIC 

System. This parameter value (i.e., 10% RTP) is a nominal value 
consistent with the requirements of LCO 3.3.1, "RPS Instrumentation."
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Loss of both MFW Pumps was chosen as an EFW automatic initiating 
parameter because it is a direct and immediate indicator of loss of 
MFW.  

b. SG Level - Low 

Four EFIC dedicated low range level transmitters per SG are used to 
generate the signals used for detection for low level conditions for EFW 
actuation. There is one transmitter for each of the four channels A, B, 
C, and D. At least two channels are required to initiate EFW. SG 
Level - Low was chosen as an EFW automatic initiating parameter 
because it indicates that the normal feedwater source may be 
insufficient to meet the heat removal requirements.  

Signals from channels A and B are also used to control SG level at 
approximately 31 inches when one or more RCPs are operating. This 
parameter is referenced to the top of the lower tube sheet.  

c. SG Pressure - Low 

Four transmitters per SG (one transmitter per channel) provide the EFIC 
System with channels A through D of SG Pressure - Low. These are 
the same transmitters used by the Main Steam Line Isolation Function.  
When the SG pressure at the transmitter drops below the bistable 
Allowable Value of 584.2 psig on a given channel, an EFW Initiation 
signal is sent to the automatic actuation logic. At least two channels are 
required to initiate EFW and main steam line isolation. The Allowable 
Value of _> 584.2 psig includes consideration for instrumentation error 
and an allowance for margin. Allowances for instrument drift and 
additional margin are included in the trip setpoint. The low pressure 
Function may be manually bypassed when either SG is less than 
750 psig. If both SG pressure inputs exceed 750 psig, the EFIC 
channel bypass is automatically removed. The low pressure 
operational bypass allows for normal cooldown without EFIC actuation.  
The parameter value (i.e., 750 psig) is a nominal value. Should the 
channel remain bypassed above 750 psig, the channel is considered 
inoperable and appropriate conditions are entered. Failure of the 
automatic bypass removal feature alone or the inability to bypass a 
channel when below 750 psig does not constitute channel inoperability.  
The automatic bypass removal feature is verified during the monthly 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  

SG Pressure - Low is a primary indication and actuation signal for a 
steam line break or feedwater line break (non-design basis transient).  
For a small break, which does not depressurize the SG or takes a long 
time to depressurize the SG, automatic actuation is not required. The 
operator has time to diagnose the problem and take the appropriate 
actions.
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d. RCP Status 

A loss of power to all four RCPs is an indication of a pending loss of 

forced flow in the Reactor Coolant System. These signals are input into 

the four channels of EFIC.  

When at least two channels issue initiate commands based on loss of 

all RCPs, the EFIC System will automatically actuate EFW and control 
the level at approximately 312 inches in the SG. This higher level 

provides a thermal center in the SG at a higher elevation than that of 

the reactor to enhance natural circulation of the reactor coolant. This 
parameter is referenced to the top of the lower tube sheet.  

To allow heatup and cooldown operations without actuation, a bypass 
permissive of 10% RTP is used. The 10% bypass permissive was 

chosen because it was an available, qualified Class 1 E signal at the 

time the EFIC System was designed. When the first RCP is started, the 

"loss of four RCPs" initiation signal may be manually reset. If the 

bypass is not manually reset, it will be automatically reset when the unit 

reaches 10% power. Should the channel remain bypassed when > 

10% RTP, the channel is considered inoperable and appropriate 
conditions are entered. Failure of the automatic bypass removal feature 
alone or the inability to bypass a channel when below 10% RTP does 

not constitute channel inoperability. The automatic bypass removal 

feature is verified during the monthly CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  

During cooldown, the bypass may be inserted at any time the power 
has been reduced below 10% RTP. However, for most operating 
conditions, this trip function remains active until after the Decay Heat 

Removal System has been initiated and the system is ready for the last 
RCP to be tripped. This trip function must be bypassed prior to 

stopping the last RCP. This parameter value (i.e., 10% RTP) is a 
nominal value consistent with the requirements of LCO 3.3.1, "RPS 
Instrumentation." 

e. ESAS 

The EFIC System initiates EFW when an ESAS signal is initiated on low 

RCS pressure or high reactor building pressure (ESAS Channels 3 

and 4) in order to support heat removal following ECCS actuation. This 
is a digital signal provided by the ESAS Automatic Actuation Logic.  
Refer to the Bases for LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation 
System (ESAS) Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.7, "Engineered 
Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Automatic Actuation Logic," for 
additional discussion.
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f. DROPS 

The EFIC System also initiates EFW on loss of main feedwater flow as 

part of the DROPS which is the system provided for ANO-1 to comply 
with requirements to reduce risk from an ATWS. The DROPS consists 

of the Diverse Scram System (DSS) and the ATWS Mitigation System 
Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC). EFW initiation for ATWS prevention and 
mitigation is not required by this Specification.  

2. EFW Vector Valve Control 

Figure 10-2, Sheet 4, SAR, Chapter 10 (Ref. 5), illustrates the EFIC EFW 

Vector Valve Control inputs to the EFIC Vector Logic (See Bases for 

LCO 3.3.14, "EFIC Vector Logic"). The function of the EFW vector logic is to 

determine whether EFW should not be fed to one or the other SG once 

enabled by the EFW Initiation Function. This is to preclude the continued 

addition of EFW to a depressurized SG and, thus, to minimize the overcooling 
effects.  

Each set of vector logic receives SG pressure information from bistables 

located in the input logic of the same EFIC channel. The pressure information 
received is: 

a. SG A pressure less than 584.2 psig; 

b. SG B pressure less than 584.2 psig; 

c. SG A pressure 100 psid greater than SG B pressure; and 

d. SG B pressure 100 psid greater than SG A pressure.  

The Allowable Value of _> 584.2 psig includes consideration for instrumentation 

error and an allowance for margin. Allowances for instrument drift and 
additional margin are included in the trip setpoint. The 100 psid value is 
considered to be a nominal value.  

The vector logic outputs are in a neutral state until enabled by the train A or B 
trip logics. When enabled, the vector logic can issue close commands to the 

EFW control valves and open or closed commands to the EFW isolation valves 

per the selected channel assignments. The level control module provides input 

to the flow controllers which control the position of the EFW control valves.  

Each vector logic may isolate EFW to one SG or the other, never both.  

The valve open or close commands are determined by the relative values of 

SG pressures as discussed in the Bases for LCO 3.3.14.
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3. Main Steam Line Isolation 

SAR, Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 2) describes one channel of the EFIC Main Steam 

Line Isolation logic. Four pressure transmitters (one transmitter per channel) 

per SG provide EFIC with channels A through D logic of SG pressure. The 

channels are as described for EFW Initiation mentioned earlier.  

Bypass 

One of the four initiation channels can be put into "maintenance bypass." 

Bypassing one initiation channel isolates that channel's signal to the functions fed 

from initiation channel but does not bypass the trip logic within the actuation train.  

An interlock feature prevents bypassing more than one channel at a time. In 

addition, since the EFIC System receives signals from the RPS, the maintenance 

bypass from the RPS is interlocked with the EFIC System. If one channel of the 

RPS is in maintenance bypass, only the corresponding channel of the EFIC may be 

bypassed (e.g., channel A, RPS, and channel A, EFIC). This ensures that only the 

corresponding channels of the EFIC and RPS are placed in maintenance bypass at 

the same time.  

EFIC channel maintenance bypass does not bypass EFW Initiation from ESAS.  

The EFIC EFW initiation from ESAS is, however, bypassed when its associated 

ESAS channel is bypassed.  

The operational bypass provisions were discussed as part of the individual 
Functions described earlier.  

The EFIC System is designed to perform its intended EFW Initiation and Main 

Steam Line Isolation function with one channel in maintenance bypass (in effect, 

inoperable) concurrent with a postulated single failure in any one of the remaining 

channels. This is in compliance with IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 6).  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

1. EFW Initiation 

Although loss of both MFW pumps is a direct and immediate indicator of loss of 

MFW, other scenarios such as valve closures could potentially cause loss of 

feedwater. As part of the post-TMI review, a loss of main feedwater was 

analyzed (Ref. 3). The EFIC System response for a loss of MFW 

conservatively assumes the actuation of EFW on low SG level. If the loss of 

feedwater is due to loss of MFW pumps, EFW will be actuated earlier than it 

would on low SG level, which will increase the SG heat transfer capability and 

will lessen the severity of the transient.  

The basis for initiation of the EFW systems is a loss of MFW. For this analysis, 

SG Level - Low is the most conservative parameter from which to automatically 

initiate EFW since this yields the least SG inventory available for heat removal.
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SG Level - Low would be an indicator of any event involving a loss of SG 

secondary side inventory heat removal capability.  

SG Pressure - Low is a primary indication and provides an actuation signal for 

a SLB. In the SLB analyses, SAR Section 14.2.2.1 (Ref. 3), EFIC initiation 

occurs; however, no EFW flow occurred because level did not reach the SG 

Level - Low setpoint.  

Loss of four RCPs is a primary indicator of the need for emergency feedwater 

(EFW) for the loss of electric power analysis, SAR Section 14.1.2.8 (Ref. 3).  

The SAR SBLOCA analyses, SAR Section 14.2.2.5 (Ref. 3), assume initiation 

of EFW based on concurrent loss of offsite power and the resultant loss of four 

RCPs. Initiation of EFW would also occur when an ESAS signal is generated 

on low RCS pressure or high reactor building pressure (ESAS Channels 3 or 4) 

in order to support heat removal following ECCS actuation, however, these are 

considered backup initiation responses.  

2. EFW Vector Valve Control 

The SAR SLB analyses, SAR Section 14.2.2.1 (Ref. 3), consider isolation of 

the affected SG as a function automatically performed by the EFIC System.  

The EFIC Vector Logic utilizes the EFW Vector Valve Control Functions (i.e., 

SG Pressure - Low and SG Differential Pressure - High) to determine which 

steam generator is associated with the rupture and provide appropriate 
isolation.  

3. Main Steam Line Isolation 

The SAR SLB analyses, SAR Section 14.2.2.1 (Ref. 3), assume actuation of 

the Main Steam Line Isolation on SG Pressure - Low, initiating closure of the 

main steam isolation valves and the main feedwater isolation valves. The 

steam generator in the steam loop associated with the rupture blows dry after 
feedwater isolation. EFW flow is available to the unaffected steam generator 
to preserve the availability of an RCS heat sink.  

In MODE 1, the EFIC System satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 7). In 

MODES 2 and 3, the EFIC System satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 since there 

are no specific safety analyses that credit the EFIC system for operation at less 
than full rated power.  

LCO 

All instrumentation performing an EFIC System Function in Table 3.3.11-1 shall be 

OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders the affected channel(s) inoperable.  

Four channels are required OPERABLE for all EFIC Functions. Each EFIC 

instrumentation channel is considered to include the sensors and measurement
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channels for each Function, the operational bypass switches, and permissives.  
Failures that disable the capability to place a channel in operational bypass, but 

which do not disable the trip Function, do not render the protection channel 
inoperable.  

EFIC initiation function values for the bypass removal functions are specified in 

terms of applicability limits (i.e., identified in the Applicable MODES or Other 
Specified Conditions column of Table 3.3.11-1) for the associated trip Function. Trip 

setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations or calibration procedures. The 

trip setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoints measured by CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed the Allowable Value if the bistable is 
performing as required. Guidance used to calculate the uncertainties associated 
with the trip setpoints is provided in Reference 4.  

The Bases for the LCO requirements of each specific EFIC Function are discussed 
next.  

Loss of MFW Pumps 

Four EFIC channels for Loss of MFW Pumps shall be OPERABLE. This ensures 
that upon the loss of both MFW pumps, EFW will be automatically initiated. This 
Function is provided as a direct digital input from the RPS and includes a bypass 
enable and removal function.  

SG Level - Low 

Four EFIC dedicated low range level transmitters per SG shall be OPERABLE with 

an SG Level - Low actuation Allowable Value of _> 11.1 inches, to generate the 
signals used for detection for low level conditions for EFW Initiation. This 
parameter is referenced to the top of the lower tube sheet and includes 
consideration for instrumentation error and an allowance for margin. Allowances for 
instrument drift and additional margin are included in the trip setpoint. There is one 
transmitter for each of the four channels A, B, C, and D. The signals are also used 
after EFW is actuated to control level at approximately 31 inches when one or more 
RCPs are in operation. In the determination of the low level setpoint, it is desired to 
place the setpoint as low as possible, considering instrument errors, to give the 
maximum operational margin between the integrated control system setpoint and 
the EFW Initiation setpoint. This will minimize spurious or unwanted initiation of 
EFW. Credit is only taken for low level actuation for those transients which do not 

involve a degraded environment. Therefore, normal environment errors only are 
used for determining the SG Level - Low level setpoint. This parameter is 
referenced to the top of the lower tube sheet.  

SG Pressure - Low 

Four EFIC channels per SG shall be OPERABLE with an SG low pressure actuation 

Allowable Value of Ž_ 584.2 psig. The setpoint is chosen to avoid actuation under 
transient conditions not requiring secondary system isolation, preferring to maintain
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a steaming path to the condenser, if possible. Small break LOCA analyses have 

indicated minimum secondary system pressures of greater than the above setpoint.  

The SG Pressure - Low Function includes a bypass enable and removal function.  

The bypass removal value is chosen to allow sufficient operating margin for the 

operator to bypass when cooling down. The above Allowable Value (i.e., 
584.2 psig) includes consideration for instrumentation error and an allowance for 

margin. Allowances for instrument drift and additional margin are included in the 

trip setpoint.  

SG Differential Pressure - High 

Four EFIC channels for SG differential pressure shall be OPERABLE. This 

Function ensures that automatic EFW isolation to a depressurized SG occurs. The 

MSLB analysis assumes the depressurized SG is isolated when a differential 

pressure of 150 psid is detected. The in-plant setpoint is conservatively chosen to 

protect the MSLB assumptions.  

RCP Status 

Four EFIC channels for RCP status shall be OPERABLE. This ensures that upon 

the loss of four RCPs, EFW will be automatically initiated with the EFW control level 

automatically raised to approximately 312 inches, providing a higher SG level for 

establishing and maintaining natural circulation conditions. No setpoint is specified 

since the status indication as used by EFIC is binary in nature. The RCP Status 
Function includes a bypass enable and removal function from the RPS. The above 
parameter value (i.e., 312 inches) does contain an allowance for instrument error.  
This parameter is referenced to the top of the lower tube sheet.  

APPLICABILITY 

The EFIC System instrumentation Functions shall be OPERABLE in accordance 
with Table 3.3.11-1. Each Function has its own requirements that are conservative 
with respect to the specific accidents and conditions for which it is designed to 

mitigate the consequences. The parameter values provided as part of the 
Applicability do contain an allowance for instrument error.  

The initiation of EFW on the Loss of MFW Pumps shall only be required when the 

unit is > 10% RTP. Below 10% RTP, the EFW Initiation on low SG level will 
mitigate primary system overheating.  

EFW Initiation on low SG level shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 which 
are conditions during which the SG is required for heat removal.  

To avoid automatic actuation of the EFW pumps during normal heatup and 

cooldown transients, the low SG pressure Function can be bypassed at or below a 

secondary pressure of 750 psig during MODE 3 operation.
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The EFW System Initiation on loss of all RCPs Function shall be operable at 

> 10% RTP. It is possible to bypass the Function below 10% RTP; however, for 

most cases, the Function is kept in service until the unit is placed on the Decay 

Heat Removal System. To prevent inadvertent actuation of the EFW pumps, it 

must be bypassed prior to stopping the last RCP.  

The Main Steam Line Isolation and EFW Vector Valve Control Functions shall be 

OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3 with SG pressure _> 750 psig 

because the SG inventory can contribute significantly to the reactor building peak 

pressure with a secondary side break. Both the normal feedwater and the EFW 

must be able to be isolated on each SG to limit overcooling of the primary and to 

limit mass and energy releases to the reactor building. Once the SG pressures 

have decreased below 750 psig the energy level is low and the secondary side 

feedwater flow rate is low or nonexistent. Also, the primary system temperatures are 

typically too low to allow the SGs to effectively remove energy, or are sufficiently 

low to allow for operator action. Therefore, EFIC instrumentation is not required to 
be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS 

If a channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative with respect to the Allowable 
Value, or any of the transmitter, signal processing electronics, or EFIC channel 
cabinet modules are found inoperable, then all affected Functions provided by that 

channel must be declared inoperable and the unit must enter the Conditions for the 

particular protection Function affected.  

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that a separate Condition entry 
is allowed for each Function.  

A.1 

Condition A applies to failures of a single EFW Initiation or Main Steam Line 
Isolation instrumentation channel. This includes failure of a common 
instrumentation channel in any combination of the Functions.  

With one channel inoperable in one or more EFW Initiation or Main Steam Line 
Isolation Functions listed in Table 3.3.11-1, the channel(s) must be placed in 

bypass or trip within 1 hour. This Condition applies to failures that occur in a single 

channel, e.g., channel A, which when bypassed will remove initiate Functions within 

the channel from service. Since the RPS and EFIC channels are interlocked, only 

the corresponding channel in each system may be bypassed at any time. This 

feature is ensured by an electrical interlock. If testing of another channel in either 

the EFIC or RPS is required, the EFIC channel must be placed in trip to allow the 
other channel to be bypassed. With the channel in trip, the resultant logic is 

one-out-of-two. The Completion Time of 1 hour is adequate to perform Required 
Action A. 1.
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B.1 and B.2 

Condition B applies to a situation where two instrumentation channels of the same 

protection functions of EFW Initiation or Main Steam Line Isolation instrumentation 

are inoperable. For example, Condition B applies if channel A and B of the EFW 
Initiation Function are inoperable.  

With two EFW Initiation or Main Steam Line Isolation protection channels 

inoperable, one channel must be placed in bypass (Required Action B.1).  

Bypassing one of the remaining OPERABLE channels is not possible due to system 

interlocks. Therefore, the second channel must be tripped (Required Action B.2) to 

prevent a single failure from causing loss of the EFIC Function. The Completion 

Times of 1 hour are adequate to perform the Required Actions.  

C.1 

The function of the EFW Vector Valve Control is to meet the single-failure criterion 

while being able to provide EFW on demand and isolate an SG when required.  

These conflicting requirements result in the necessity for two valves in series, in 

parallel with two valves in series, and a four channel valve command system. Refer 

to LCO 3.3.14, "Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Vector Logic." 

With one EFW Vector Valve Control channel inoperable, the system cannot meet 

the single-failure criterion and still meet the dual functional criteria described earlier.  

This condition is analogous to having one EFW train inoperable. Therefore, when 

one vector valve control channel is inoperable, the channel must be restored to 

OPERABLE status (Required Action C.1) within 72 hours, which is consistent with 

the Completion Time associated with the loss of one train of EFW.  

D.1, D.2, E.1, F.1, F.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met, the unit must 

be placed in a MODE or condition in which the requirement does not apply. This is 

done by placing the unit in a nonapplicable MODE for the particular Function. The 

nonapplicable MODE is less than 10% RTP for Functions l.a and 1.d, MODE 4 for 

Function 1.b, and MODE 3 with SG pressure less than 750 psig for all other 

Functions. In addition, for Function 3.a, once the unit is in MODE 3, a 

nonapplicable condition may be achieved by closing and deactivating the valves 

associated with the Main Steam Line Isolation Function. The allowed Completion 

Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required unit 

conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging 
unit systems.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A Note indicates that the SRs for each EFIC instrumentation Function are identified 

in the SRs column of Table 3.3.11-1. Individual EFIC subgroup relays must also be 

tested, one at a time, to verify the individual EFIC components will actuate when 

required. Some components cannot be tested at power since their actuation might 

lead to unit trip or equipment damage. These are specifically identified and must be 

tested when shut down. The various SRs account for individual functional 

differences and for test frequencies applicable specifically to the Functions listed in 

Table 3.3.11-1. The operational bypasses associated with each EFIC 

instrumentation channel are also subject to these SRs to ensure OPERABILITY of 

the EFIC instrumentation channel.  

SR 3.3.11.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours provides reasonable 

assurance for prompt identification of a gross failure of instrumentation.  
A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one 

channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption 
that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read approximately 
the same value. Significant deviations between the two instrument channels could 
be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of something 
even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; therefore, 
it is key in verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate properly between 

each CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a combination of 
factors including channel instrument uncertainties. If a channel is outside the 
criteria, it may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal processing 
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the criteria, it is an 
indication that the channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale 
during times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will only verify 
that they are off scale in the same direction. Off scale low current loop channels 
are verified, where practical, to be reading at the bottom of the range and not failed 
downscale.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates channel failure 

is rare. Since the probability of two random failures in redundant channels in any 

12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of 
loss of protective function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL 
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channel 
OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the displays associated with the 
LCO required channels.  

SR 3.3.11.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the automatic bypass 
removal feature, required trip, interlock, and alarm functions of the channel.
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Setpoints for trip functions must be found within the Allowable Value. (Note that the 

values for the bypass removal functions are identified in the Applicable MODES or 

Other Specified Condition column of Table 3.3.11-1 as limits on applicability for the 

trip Functions.) Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of 
the current setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency of 31 days is based on unit operating experience with regard to 

channel OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one 

channel of a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.  

SR 3.3.11.3 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument channel including 
the sensor. The test verifies the channel responds to a measured parameter within 
the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channels 

adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the instrument channel 
remains operational between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find 

that measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are within the assumptions of 

the setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent 
with the assumptions of the setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency is based on the assumption of at least an 18 month calibration 
interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint 
analysis.  

REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR50.62.  

2. SAR, Chapter 7.  

3. SAR, Chapter 14.  

4. Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, Design 
Guide, IDG-001.  

5. SAR, Chapter 10, Figure 10-2, Sheet 4.  

6. IEEE-279-1971, April 1972.  

7. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.12 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Manual Initiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The EFIC manual initiation capability provides the operator with the capability to 

actuate EFIC Functions from the control room in the absence of any other initiation 

condition. Manually actuated Functions include Main Steam Line Isolation for 

steam generator (SG) A, Main Steam Line Isolation for SG B, and Emergency 
Feedwater (EFW) Actuation. These Functions are provided in the event the 

operator determines that an EFIC Function is needed prior to automatic actuation or 

in the event that EFIC does not automatically actuate when required. These are 

backup Functions to those performed automatically by EFIC.  

The manual actuation of these functions may be performed from the Remote Switch 

Matrix, located on the main control boards, or from the manual actuation trip 

switches located on the EFIC control cabinets in the control room. The required 
manual actuation logic within each train consists of two manual switches (one for 
Trip Bus 1 and one for Trip Bus 2). When one manual trip switch is depressed, a 

half trip occurs. When both manual trip switches are depressed, a full trip of the 
train actuation occurs for that particular Function. The Remote Switch Matrix and 
the EFIC control cabinet trip switches perform parallel functions and, therefore, any 

combination of switches depressed within a train that energizes both Trip Bus 1 and 
Trip Bus 2 for a given Function will result in an actuation of that Function. The use 

of two manual trip switches for each train of actuation logic allows testing without 
actuating the end devices and also reduces the possibility of accidental manual 
actuations.  

The EFIC manual initiation circuitry satisfies the manual initiation and single-failure 
criterion requirements of IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 1).  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

EFIC Functions credited in the safety analysis are automatic. However, the manual 
initiation Functions are required by design as backups to the automatic initiation 
Functions and allow operators to actuate EFW or Main Steam Line Isolation 
whenever these Functions are needed. Furthermore, the manual initiation of EFW 

and Main Steam Line Isolation may be specified in unit operating procedures.  

The EFIC manual initiation functions satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).
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LCO 

Instrumentation on the main control board performing an EFIC manual initiation 

Function shall be OPERABLE.  

Two manual initiation switches per actuation train (Train A and Train B) of each 

Function (A and B Main Steam Line Isolation, and EFW Actuation) are required to 

be OPERABLE. This requirement may be satisfied by the manual trip switches 

located on the Remote Switch Matrix on the main control board, by the trip switches 

located on the EFIC control cabinets, or by any combination of switches located on 

the Remote Switch Matrix and the EFIC control cabinets such that Trip Bus 1 and 

Trip Bus 2 are available for each EFIC Function in each of the two EFIC trains.  

APPLICABILITY 

The EFIC System Manual Initiation Function shall be OPERABLE when the 

associated EFIC Instrumentation Main Steam Line Isolation or EFW Initiation 

Function is required to be OPERABLE in accordance with Table 3.3.11-1. Each 

Function, i.e., Main Steam Line Isolation and EFW Initiation, has its own 

requirements that are based on the specific accidents and conditions for which it is 

designed to mitigate the consequences. See Bases for LCO 3.3.11, "EFIC 
Instrumentation," for additional discussion of each Function.  

ACTIONS 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that separate Condition entry is 

allowed for each EFIC manual initiation Function.  

A.1 

With one required manual initiation switch of one or more EFIC Function(s) 

inoperable in one train, the trip bus for the associated EFIC Function(s) must be 

placed in the tripped condition within 72 hours. With the trip bus in the tripped 

condition, the single-failure criterion is met. Failure to perform Required Action A.1 

could allow a single failure of another switch to prevent manual actuation of at least 
one of the two trains. The Completion Time allotted to trip the trip bus allows the 

operator to take all the appropriate actions for the failed manual initiation switch and 

still ensure that the risk involved in operating with the failed manual initiation switch 
is acceptable.  

B.1 

With both required manual initiation switches of one or more EFIC Function(s) 

inoperable in one train, one manual initiation switch must be restored to 

OPERABLE status within 72 hours. The effect for both required switches being
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inoperable simultaneously is the same as for the associated EFIC components for a 

single train being inoperable. Therefore, the 72-hour Completion Time is 

appropriate since it is consistent with the Completion Times of the associated 

system train. The trip bus associated with the remaining inoperable manual 

initiation switch must be placed in the tripped condition within 72 hours (Required 

Action A.1). With the affected trip bus in the tripped condition, the single failure 

criterion is met. The Completion Time allotted to restore a trip bus or place the trip 

bus in the tripped condition allows the operator to take all appropriate actions for 

the failed manual initiation switches and still ensure that the risk involved in 

operating with the failed manual initiation switches is acceptable.  

C.1 

With one or both required manual initiation switches of one or more EFIC 

Function(s) inoperable in both actuation trains, one actuation train for each Function 

must be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. With the train restored, the 

second train must be placed in the appropriate condition within 72 hours per 

Required Action A.1 or B.1, as applicable. Compliance with these actions ensures 

the single-failure criterion is met. The Completion Time allotted to restore the train 

allows the operator to take all the appropriate actions for the failed train and still 

ensures that the risk involved in operating with the failed train is acceptable.  

D.1 and D.2 

If the Required Action and the associated Completion Time is not met for any EFW 

Initiation Function, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 

apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 

6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full 

power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

E.1, E.2.1, and E.2.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met for the Main 

Steam Line Isolation Function, the unit must be placed in a MODE or condition in 

which the requirement does not apply. This is initiated by placing the unit in 

MODE 3 within 6 hours and, either reducing SG pressure to less than 750 psig, or 

closing and deactivating all associated valves, i.e., the valves which EFIC would 

close if it were to actuate while OPERABLE. The allowed Completion Times are 

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 

systems.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.12.1 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to ensure 

that the trains can perform their intended functions. However, for Main Steam Line 

Isolation and EFW Initiation, the test need not include actuation of the end device.  

This is due to the risk of a unit transient caused by the closure of valves associated 

with Main Steam Line Isolation or EFW Initiation during testing at power. The 

Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience with regard to channel 

OPERABILITY that demonstrates the rarity of more than one train failing within the 

same 31 day interval.  

REFERENCES 

1. IEEE-279-1971, April 1972.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.13 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Logic 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

Main Steam Line Isolation 

The four emergency feedwater initiation and control (EFIC) channels sensing a 

steam generator (SG) low outlet pressure condition input their initiate commands to 

the trip logic modules. SAR, Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 1), describes the Main Steam Line 

Isolation Logics. The trip logic modules are identified as being part of the "A" 

and "B" trains and are physically located in the "A" and "B" EFIC channel cabinets.  
Train "A" actuation logic initiates when instrumentation channel "A" or "B" initiates 
and channel "C" or "D" initiates, which in simplified logic is: 

Train "A" actuation = (A and C) or (A and D) or (B and C) or (B and D) 

Train "B" actuation logic initiates when instrumentation channel "A" or "C" initiates 
and channel "B" or "D" initiates, which in simplified logic is: 

Train "B" actuation = (A and B) or (A and D) or (C and B) or (C and D) 

Each of the two Functions (SG A Main Steam Line Isolation, and SG B Main Steam 
Line Isolation) has a train "A" and a train "B" of automatic actuation logic.  

Both trains "A" and "B" of the SG A Main Steam Line Isolation automatic actuation 

logic send closure signals to the SG A Main Steam Isolation valve.  

SG B Main Steam Line Isolation automatic actuation logics respond similarly for the 
SG B valve.  

Train "A" of the SG A Main Steam Line Isolation automatic actuation logic sends 

closure signals to the SG A MFW isolation valves. Similarly, Train "B" of the SG B 

Main Steam Line Isolation automatic actuation logic sends closure signals to the 
SG B MFW isolation valves.  

Emergency Feedwater (EFW Initiation) 

The four EFIC instrumentation channels for each of the parameters being sensed 

input their initiate commands to the trip logic modules. SAR, Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 1), 
describes the EFW initiation logic. These trip logic modules are identified as being 

part of the "A" and "B" trains and are physically located in the "A" and "B" EFIC 
channel cabinets.
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EFW Initiation functions use the same actuation logic combinations as Main Steam 

Line Isolation. EFW initiation also occurs on Engineered Safeguards Actuation 

System (ESAS) actuation and on Diverse Reactor Overpressure Protection System 
(DROPS) actuation.  

EFIC automatically initiates the EFW System when any of the following conditions 

exist: 

a. All four reactor coolant pumps are tripped; 

b. Both MFW pumps are tripped and reactor power is > 10% RTP; 

c. Low level in either SG; 

d. Low pressure in either SG; 

e. Actuation of ESAS channels 3 or 4; or 

f. Actuation of DROPS channels 1 or 2.  

Vector Valve Enable Logic 

The EFIC System is also responsible for sending open or close signals to the EFW 

control and isolation valves. SAR Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 1), describes the EFIC vector 

logic. The vector logic outputs are in a neutral state (neither commanding open nor 

close) until an enable signal is received from either train "A" or "B" of EFW Initiation.  

The EFIC Logic monitors the channel A and B EFW Initiation logics. When an EFW 

Initiation occurs, the vector logic is enabled to generate open or close signals to the 

EFW isolation valves and close signals to the EFW control valves depending on the 

relative values of SG pressures. The level control module provides input to the flow 

controllers which control the position of the EFW control valves.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The Applicable Safety Analysis discussion for the Main Steam Line Isolation and 

EFW Initiation Functions is discussed in the Bases for LCO 3.3.11, "EFIC 
Instrumentation." 

LCO 

Two trains each of Main Steam Line Isolation and EFW Initiation logics shall be 

OPERABLE. There are only two trains of automatic actuation logic per Function.  

Therefore, violation of this LCO could result in a complete loss of the automatic 

Function assuming a single failure of the other train.
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To be considered OPERABLE, the Main Steam Line Isolation logic must send 
closure signals to the associated SG main steam and MFW isolation valves when 

the appropriate combinations of instrument channels indicate low SG pressure.  

To be considered OPERABLE, the EFW Initiation logic must send initiation signals 
to the EFW System when the appropriate combinations of instrument channels 
indicate any of the following conditions exist: 

a. All four reactor coolant pumps are tripped; 

b. Both MFW pumps are tripped and reactor power is > 10% RTP; 

c. Low level in either SG; 

d. Low pressure in either SG; or 

e. Actuation of ESAS channel 3 or 4.  

APPLICABILITY 

The EFIC Logic shall be OPERABLE when the associated EFIC Instrumentation 
Main Steam Line Isolation or EFW Initiation Function is required to be OPERABLE 
in accordance with Table 3.3.11-1. Each Function, i.e., Main Steam Line Isolation 
and EFW Initiation, has its own requirements that are based on the specific 
accidents and conditions for which it is designed to mitigate the consequences.  
See Bases for LCO 3.3.11, "EFIC Instrumentation," for additional discussion of each 
Function.  

ACTIONS 

If a train is found inoperable, then all affected logic Functions provided by that train 
must be declared inoperable and the appropriate Condition entered for the 
particular protection function affected.  

For this LCO, a Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each EFIC logic Function.  

A.1 

Condition A applies when one or more EFIC logic Functions in a single train are 
inoperable (i.e., train A could be inoperable for both EFIC logic Functions and 
Condition A would still be applicable) with all Functions in the other train 
OPERABLE. This Condition is equivalent to failure of one EFW and Main Steam 
Line Isolation train.
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With one automatic actuation logic train of one or more EFIC Functions inoperable, 
the associated EFIC train must be restored to OPERABLE status. Since there are 

only two automatic actuation logic trains per EFIC Function, the condition of one 

train inoperable is analogous to having one train of a two train Engineered 

Safeguards (ES) System inoperable. The system safety function can be 

accomplished; however, a single failure cannot be taken. Therefore, the failed 

train(s) must be restored to OPERABLE status to re-establish the system's single

failure tolerance.  

Condition A can be thought of as equivalent to failure of a single train of a two train 

safety system (e.g., the safety function can be accomplished, but a single failure 

cannot be taken). Thus, the Completion Time of 72 hours has been chosen to be 

consistent with Completion Times for restoring one inoperable ESF System train.  

The EFIC System has not been analyzed for failure of both trains of the same 
Function. Consequently, any combination of failures in both trains A and B is not 

covered by Condition A and must be addressed by entry into LCO 3.0.3.  

B.1 and B.2 

If Required Action A. 1 and its associated Completion Time is not met for the EFW 

Initiation Function, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 

apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 

6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full 

power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

C.1, C.2.1, and C.2.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met for the Main 
Steam Line Isolation Function, the unit must be placed in a MODE or condition in 

which the requirement does not apply. This is initiated by placing the unit in 

MODE 3 within 6 hours and, either reducing SG pressure to less than 750 psig, or 
closing and deactivating all associated valves, i.e., the valves which EFIC would 

close if it were to actuate while OPERABLE. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.13.1 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to ensure 
that the trains can perform their intended functions. This test verifies Main Steam 

Line Isolation and EFW Initiation automatic actuation logics are functional. This test
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simulates the required inputs to the logic circuit and verifies successful operation of 

the automatic actuation logic. The test need not include actuation of the end 

device. This is due to the risk of a unit transient caused by the closure of valves 

associated with Main Steam Line Isolation or actuation of EFW during testing at 

power. The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience with regard to 

channel OPERABILITY, which has demonstrated the rarity of more than one 
channel failing within the same 31 day interval.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Chapter 7.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.14 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Vector Logic 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The function of the EFIC vector logic is to determine whether EFW should not be 

fed to one or the other steam generator. This is to preclude the continued addition 
of EFW to a depressurized steam generator (SG) and, thus, minimize the 
overcooling effects. Each vector logic may isolate EFW to one SG or the other, 
never both.  

There are four sets of vector logic; one in each channel of EFIC. Each set of vector 
logic receives SG pressure information from bistables located in the input logic of 
the same EFIC channel. The pressure information received is: 

a. SG "A" pressure less than 600 psig; 

b. SG "B" pressure less than 600 psig; 

c. SG "A" pressure 100 psid greater than SG "B" pressure; and 

d. SG "B" pressure 100 psid greater than SG "A" pressure.  

These values (i.e., 600 psig and 100 psid) do contain an allowance for instrument 
error.  

Each vector logic also receives an enable signal from both EFIC train A and train B 
when EFW is actuated.  

The vector logic develops signals for open and close control of SG "A" and "B" 
EFW valves.  

The vector logic outputs are in a neutral state with the valves fully open until 
enabled by the EFW Initiation (train A or B) trip logics. When enabled, the vector 
logic can issue close commands to the EFW control valves and open or close 
commands to the EFW isolation valves per the selected channel assignments.
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The valve open/close commands are determined by the relative values of steam 

generator pressures as follows: 

SG VALVES 

PRESSURE STATUS "A" .Bl' 

If SG "A" & SG "B" Open Open 
> 600 psig 

If SG "A" > 600 psig & Open Close 

SG "B" < 600 psig 

If SG "A" < 600 psig & Close Open 

SG "B" > 600 psig 

If SG "A" & SG "B" 
< 600 psig 

AND 

"* SG "A" & SG "B" within 100 psid Open Open 

"* SG "A" 100 psid > SG "B" Open Close 

"* SG "B" 100 psid > SG "A" Close Open 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The Applicable Safety Analysis discussion for the EFIC Vector Logic is discussed in 

the Bases for LCO 3.3.11, "EFIC Instrumentation." 

LCO 

Four channels of the EFIC vector logic module are required to be OPERABLE. The 

necessity for four channels is discussed in the BASES for ACTIONS. The 600 psig 

and 100 psid setpoints were chosen as discussed in Specification B 3.3.11, "EFIC 

Instrumentation." The feed only good generator verification study assumed a 

differential pressure vector value of 150 psid. A 100 psid setpoint conservatively 

assumes a 50 psi (25 psi per pressure channel) margin for instrument error. Failure 

to meet this LCO results in not being able to meet the single-failure criterion. These 

values (i.e., 600 psig and 100 psid) do contain an allowance for instrument error.  

APPLICABILITY 

The EFIC Vector Logic shall be OPERABLE when the associated EFIC 

Instrumentation EFW Vector Valve Control Function is required to be OPERABLE in 

accordance with Table 3.3.11-1. The EFW Vector Valve Control Function is 

required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with SG pressure 
_> 750 psig because the SG inventory can contribute significantly to the reactor
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building peak pressure with a secondary side break. Both the normal feedwater 

and the EFW must be able to be isolated on each SG to limit overcooling of the 

primary and to limit mass and energy releases to the reactor building. Once the SG 

pressures have decreased below 750 psig, the energy level is low and the 

secondary side feedwater flow rate is low or nonexistent. Also, the primary system 

temperatures are typically too low to allow the SGs to effectively remove energy, or 

are sufficiently low to allow for operator action. Therefore, EFIC Vector Logic is not 

required to be OPERABLE in MODE 3 below 750 psig nor in MODES 4, 5, and 6.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

The function of the EFW control/isolation valves and the EFIC vector logic is to 

meet the single-failure criterion while maintaining the capability to: 

a. Provide EFW on demand; and 

b. Isolate an SG when required.  

These conflicting requirements result in the necessity for two valves in series, in 

parallel with two valves in series, and a four channel valve command system.  

With one channel inoperable, the system cannot meet the single-failure criterion 
and still meet the dual functional criteria previously described. Therefore, when one 

vector valve logic channel is inoperable, the channel must be restored to 

OPERABLE status within 72 hours. This is analogous to having one EFW train 

inoperable; wherein a 72 hour Completion Time is provided by the Required Actions 

of LCO 3.7.5, "EFW System." As such, the Completion Time of 72 hours is based 
on engineering judgment.  

B.1 and B.2 

If Required Action A.1 cannot be met within the required Completion Time, the unit 

must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 

status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and SG pressure 

must be reduced to < 750 psig within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.
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EFIC Vector Logic 
B 3.3.14 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.14.1 

SR 3.3.14.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 31 days.  

This test demonstrates that the EFIC vector logic performs its function as desired.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience with respect to channel 

OPERABILITY that demonstrates the rarity of more than one channel failing within 

the same 31 day interval.  

REFERENCES 

None.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 

ITS Section 3.3C: Instrumentation - EFIC 

Note: ITS Section 3.3C package includes the following ITS: 

ITS 3.3.11 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) System 
Instrumentation 

ITS 3.3.12 EFIC Manual Initiation 
ITS 3.3.13 EFIC Logic 
ITS 3.3.14 EFIC-Emergency Feedwater (EFW)-Vector Valve Logic 

which address the corresponding NUREG- 1430 RSTS.  

ADMINISTRATIVE 

Al The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas 

Nuclear One, Unit 1 Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the ANO-1 

Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the B&W Standard Technical 

Specification (RSTS), NUREG-1430, Revision 1. This change does not alter the 

requirements of the CTS or RSTS. Examples of this type of change include: wording 

preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering and formatting changes; and 

hierarchy structure.  

A2 The ANO-1 CTS Bases will be administratively deleted in their entirety in favor of the 

NUREG-1430 Bases. The CTS Bases will be reviewed for technical content that will 

be identified for retention in the ITS Bases.  

A3 CTS 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2 represent information on the proper action when the number 

of channels is less than required by CTS Table 3.5.1-1. For example, CTS 3.5.1.1 does 

not clearly specify that the number of channels identified in Table 3.5.1-1, Column 1, 

are required to be OPERABLE, but CTS 3.5.1.2 provides directions when channels are 

inoperable. Similarly, CTS Specifications 4.1 .a, and 4.1 .b contain information on the 

proper application of CTS Table 4.1-1. These Specifications and the format of the 

referenced Tables are replaced with the appropriate ITS requirements. The CTS 

markup for these Specifications and Tables does not attempt to depict all of the 

changes required to adopt the ITS format. Rather, the appropriate specific Discussion 

of Change (DOC) is indicated along with the appropriate CTS versus ITS cross 

reference. Therefore, this change in format is considered administrative.

5/1/2001
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

A4 Surveillance frequencies in CTS Table 4.1-1 have been replaced with those from 

NUREG-1430. The CTS and corresponding ITS Frequencies are as follows: 

CTS ITS 
S - Each shift 12 hours 
W - Weekly 7 days 
M - Monthly 31 days 

D - Daily 24 hours 
T/W - Twice per week 96 hours 

Q - Quarterly 92 days 
P - Prior to each startup if Not Used 

not done previous week 
B/M - Every 2 months Not Used 

R - Once every 18 months 18 months 
PC - Prior to going Critical Not Used 

if not done within 
previous 31 days 

NA - Not Applicable Not Used 
SA - SA Twice per Year 184 days 

(Note: Not all Frequencies listed above are applicable to this package.) 

A5 The Notes which allow for separate entry into the ACTIONS of ITS 3.3.11, 

ITS 3.3.12, and ITS 3.3.13, and the Note for ITS 3.3.11 which indicates that ITS 

Table 3.3.11-1 identifies the applicable SRs, have been adopted. These additions have 

been made to provide requirements in a format consistent with NUREG-1430. The 

addition of these Notes maintains allowances consistent with the use and application of 

the requirements of the corresponding portions of CTS Table 3.5.1-1. This change 

represents a change in presentation format only with no addition or deletion of 

requirements.  

3.3.12-01 A6 Not Used.  

A7 The term Minimum Degree of Redundancy as presented in CTS, i.e., Table 3.5.1-1 

Column 4, will not be retained in ITS. Omission of this term is not considered to 

result in any changes in requirements since the intent of this column is consistent with 

application of Table 3.5.1-1 Column 3, "Minimum Channels Operable," which is 

retained (although the format is changed per DOC A3). Removal of this term and its 

usage from the CTS does not represent any actual change in requirements, only a 

change in presentation.

5/1/2001
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

A8 CTS 3.5.1.15 .a and 3.5.1.16 are revised to specifically identify that the Applicability for 

ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Functions 1.c and 3.a includes MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3 

"when steam generator pressure is > 750 psig (per ITS Table Note (a)). These are 

considered to be equivalent since the CTS identifies the "minimum operability 

conditions" as when the main steam pressure exceeds (or is greater than) 750 psig, and 

the steam pressure of 750 psig is normally achieved and exceeded in MODE 3. This is 

a change in format only and is therefore an administrative change.  

A9 The "exceeds" and "greater than" requirements for EFIC instrumentation channel 

Applicability in CTS 3.5.1.15 and 3.5.1.16, have been revised to ">" in the associated 

Applicability identified in ITS Table 3.3.11-1. These are considered to be essentially 

equivalent since the parameter can be greater than the identified limit, but be so close as 

to be imperceptible. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A10 The EFIC instrumentation channels testing requirements of CTS Table 4.1-1, 

items 56.d and 56.e have not been included in ITS. This change is considered 

administrative in nature because this equipment has never been installed in the plant.  

These Surveillance Requirements were included based on an early design of EFIC 

during implementation of NUREG-0737; however, during NRC review, the design was 

revised to omit these functions. This change makes the EFIC requirements consistent 

with the final unit design.  

All CTS Table 3.5.1-1, EFIC Functional Units 1.b, L.c, 1.d, 1.e, 2.b, and 3.b, have been 

replaced by ITS LCO 3.3.11, Table 3.3.11-1, Functions 1.a, 1.b, 1.c, 1.d, and 3.a. The 

adoption of ITS LCO 3.3.11 represents a change in format, however it does not change 

the application of the requirements found in CTS as they relate to the EFIC (except as 

discussed in other applicable DOCs). This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A12 Not Used.  

A13 CTS 3.5.1.15 identifies three EFIC Functions with the phrase "which are bypassed at 

cold shutdown conditions." Since the Applicability for these Functions does not 

include cold shutdown conditions, this is unnecessary descriptive information which is 

not included in ITS. Omitting this information does not change the applicable 

requirements, nor their application. Therefore, this change is considered 

administrative. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

.104 A14 Not Used 

A15 Not Used.  

A16 Not Used.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

A17 CTS 4.1.c is omitted since it duplicates requirements provided in the regulations, i.e., 

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, criteria XI, XVI, & XVII. Such duplication is unnecessary 

and results in additional administrative burden to revise the duplicate TS when these 

regulations are revised. Since removal of the duplication results in no actual change in 

the requirements, this is considered an administrative change. Further, changes to the 

requirements are controlled by the NRC. This change is consistent with 

NUREG-1430.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

MI CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1 provides action requirements in the event any Functional 

unit of the EFIC System is inoperable. CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1 currently requires 

that the unit be placed in hot shutdown (ITS MODE 3) within 12 hours if any of the 

EFIC Functional units are inoperable. ITS 3.3.11 will include Condition A to also 

require the inoperable channel to be placed in trip or bypassed within one hour. Since 

this Required Action is not in CTS, this change is more restrictive than CTS. This 

action is appropriate since the Required Action either bypasses and removes the 

channel from the logic and allows the remaining channels to function as designed, or 

places the channel in trip and reduces the logic such that one additional channel in trip 

will initiate EFIC. Either of these actions will allow EFIC to initiate EFW when 

required, therefore, these conditions are acceptable for short periods of operation to 

allow restoration of the channel without cycling the unit through an unnecessary 
shutdown and subsequent startup. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

In addition, for the EFW Initiation and MSL Isolation Functions (ITS Table 3.3.11-1 

Functions 1 and 3), ITS 3.3.11 will include Condition B for two channels inoperable.  

This Condition will require one inoperable channel to be placed in bypass and the 

second inoperable channel placed in trip within one hour. Since this Required Action is 

not in CTS, this change is more restrictive than CTS. This action is appropriate since 

the Required Action bypasses one channel and removes it from the logic and allows the 

remaining channels to function as designed, with the second channel already in trip such 

that one additional channel in trip will initiate EFIC. These actions will allow EFIC to 

initiate EFW when required, therefore, these conditions are acceptable for short periods 

of operation to allow restoration of the channel without cycling the unit through an 

unnecessary shutdown and subsequent startup. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M2 Specific Applicability is included for ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Function 1.b and LCO 3.3.11 
is revised to include associated Required Action D.2. CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1 

currently requires that the unit be placed in hot shutdown (ITS MODE 3) within 
12 hours if the steam generator low level Function of EFIC is inoperable. This would 
imply an Applicability of MODES 1 and 2 since no further actions are required.  
Therefore, the proposed ITS Applicability of MODES 1, 2, and 3 is more restrictive 

than CTS. Additionally, ITS will include Required Action B.2 to exit the revised 

Applicability by requiring the unit to be in MODE 4 within 12 hours. This is also more 
restrictive. These additional applicable MODES and Required Actions are appropriate 

since EFIC is necessary in MODE 3 to provide additional assurance sufficient cooling 

water is provided to the steam generators in a timely manner. Further, this 
Applicability is necessary to support the OPERABILITY of the actuated EFW 

components. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

M3 An LCO, including the number of required channels, and specific Applicability are 

included for ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Functions 2.a and 2.b, "EFW Vector Valve Control," 

with Note (a), and ITS LCO 3.3.11 is revised to include associated Required 

Actions C.1, F.1, and F.2.1. CTS Table 4.1-1, Item 56, currently requires only 

Surveillances for this equipment with no associated LCO, Applicability, or Actions 

identified. These ITS restrictions are appropriate to provide additional assurance that 

the specified EFW vector valve logic will function when required. This more restrictive 

change eliminates a potential source of confusion, and is consistent with 

NUREG-1430.  

M4 The CTS markup shows a specific Applicability is included for ITS Table 3.3.11-1, 
Function 3.a (per Note b), and ITS LCO 3.3.11 is revised to include associated 
Required Action F.2. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 currently requires only that the unit be placed 

in MODE 3 if this Function is inoperable. ITS will further require that the steam 

generator pressure be lowered below 750 psig. These ITS restrictions are appropriate 

to provide additional assurance that the specified EFIC initiation logic is not required.  

This more restrictive change eliminates a potential area of unit operation where the 

system might be desired but not available. This change is consistent with 

NUREG-1430.  

M5 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1 currently requires that the unit be placed in hot shutdown, 

i.e., subcritical, within 12 hours if any EFIC Functional unit is inoperable. The ITS 

includes appropriate Required Actions to be subcritical (ITS MODE 3) within 6 hours.  

These are ITS 3.3.11 Required Actions D. 1 and F. 1, ITS 3.3.12 Required Actions C. 1 

and D. 1, and ITS 3.3.13 Required Actions B. 1 and C. 1. This is more restrictive; 

however, it allows sufficient time to reach the required conditions from full power in an 

orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. This change is consistent with 

NUREG-1430.  

M6 Specific Applicability is included for ITS 3.3.12 and CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1, is 

revised to include associated ITS Required Actions C.2, D.2. 1, and D.2.2. CTS 

Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1 currently requires that the unit be placed in hot shutdown (ITS 

MODE 3) within 12 hours if the manual initiation Function of EFIC is inoperable. This 

would imply an Applicability of MODES 1 and 2 since no further actions are required.  

Therefore, the proposed ITS Applicability of MODES 1, 2, and 3 is more restrictive 

than CTS. Additionally, ITS will include Required Action C.2 to exit the revised 

Applicability by requiring the unit to be in MODE 4 within 12 hours. This is also more 

restrictive. These additional applicable MODES and Required Actions are appropriate 

since EFIC is necessary in MODE 3 to provide additional assurance sufficient cooling 

water is provided to the steam generators in a timely manner. This change is consistent 

with NUREG- 1430.
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M7 LCO 3.3.13.a with specific Applicability, specific Applicability for LCO 3.3.13.b, along 

with associated Required Actions for each (except Required Action C. 1 which is from 

CTS 3.5.1-1, Note 1), and associated SR 3.3.13.1 for each, are included in ITS. CTS 

requires only the specific initiation channels without identifying specific controls for the 

EFIC main steam line isolation logic. These ITS restrictions, and the associated 

Surveillance Requirement, are appropriate to provide additional assurance that the 

specified EFIC logic trains will function when required. This more restrictive change 

eliminates a potential source of confusion, and is generally consistent with 
NUREG-1430 requirements for these functions.  

M8 ITS LCO 3.3.14, with Applicability, associated Required Actions A. 1 and B.2, and 
associated SR 3.3.14.1 are incorporated. CTS requires only SRs for the specific 
channels of EFW valve commands without identifying specific controls for the EFIC 

EFW vector valve logic. These ITS restrictions are appropriate to provide additional 
assurance that the specified EFIC logic will function when required. This more 
restrictive change eliminates a potential source of confusion, and is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M9 A specific Required Action (F.2.1) is included for ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Function l.c.  
CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1, currently requires only that the unit be placed in MODE 3 
if this Function is inoperable. ITS will further require that the steam generator pressure 

be lowered below 750 psig. This ITS restriction is appropriate to provide additional 
assurance that the specified EFIC initiation logic is not required. This more restrictive 
change eliminates a potential area of unit operation where the system might be desired 
but not available. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

3.3.11-3 M10 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control System functions does 

not include an Allowable Values column. This column, along with applicable values, is 

included in the current NUREG Table 3.3.11-1 and accordingly in the ITS. The 
addition of these values place additional restrictions on unit operation that were not 
included in the CTS table. Therefore, this change is considered more restrictive. This 
change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE -- LESS RESTRICTIVE 

LI NUREG-1430 3.3.12 Required Actions A. 1 and B. 1 have been adopted in the ITS.  

This change establishes Condition A with a 72 hour Completion Time during which the 

unit may continue operation, with one or more EFIC Function(s) having one or both 

manual initiation switches inoperable in one actuation train, prior to entering an 

ACTION which results in the unit being required to be placed in MODE 3. This 

change also establishes Condition B with a 1 hour Completion Time during which the 

unit may continue operation, with one or more EFIC Function(s) having one or both 

manual initiation switches inoperable in both actuation trains, prior to entering an 

ACTION which results in the unit entering MODE 3. This change has been made to 

provide an opportunity to repair the inoperable components prior to requiring an 

unnecessary shutdown and subsequent startup of the unit. This allowance is acceptable 

since the manual initiation of EFIC is not credited in the safety analysis, and provides a 

backup ability to initiate EFW only. Additionally, this change is consistent with 

NUREG-1430.  

L2 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1 currently requires that the unit be placed in hot shutdown, 

i.e., subcritical, within 12 hours if either of the EFIC Functional units for EFW 
initiation on loss of main feedwater pumps (CTS Function 1.d, ITS Function 1.a) or 

reactor coolant pump status (CTS Function 1.e, ITS Function 1.d) are inoperable.  

ITS 3.3.11 includes Required Action E. 1 to require only that THERMAL POWER be 

reduced to _< 10% RTP. This removes the unit from the Applicability of the 
requirement for both CTS and ITS. However, since the CTS required that the unit be 

placed in hot shutdown (equivalent to ITS MODE 3) even though the equipment was 

only required above 10% RTP, the ITS is considered less restrictive than CTS. This 

change is consistent with NUREG-1430 general application for Required Actions.  

L3 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 6 currently provides for reduction of the minimum number of 

operable channels to 2 provided that the system is reduced to 1 out of 2 coincidence by 

tripping the remaining channel. NUREG 3.3.11 Required Action B.2 also allows 
continued operation if one of the two inoperable channels is placed in trip within one 
hour. ITS 3.3.11 also includes Required Action B.2. The CTS does not include an 

allowed outage time prior to placing the channel in trip as required, however, the 
NUREG and ITS both provide a Completion Time of 1 hour to accomplish the 

Required Action. This is less restrictive than CTS, but appropriate since some time is 

necessary when the condition is identified (rather than preplanned), and the one hour is 

sufficient to accomplish the Required Action. This change is also consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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3.3.13 L4 

<L-3.3.14-01

CTS Table 3.5.1-1, EFIC Functional Unit 1.f has been replaced by ITS LCO 3.3.13.b 

(see DOC M7). ITS LCO 3.3.14 is also adopted to govern EFIC vector logic 

requirements (see DOC M8). The adoption of ITS LCO 3.3.13.b and 3.3.14 represents 

a change in format and provides a 72-hour Completion Time for inoperable logics 

within a given train, where CTS Functional Unit 1.f had only a one hour Completion 

Time. The 72-hour Completion time allotted by Action A. 1 of the aforementioned ITS 

items is applicable to inoperabilities that affect a single train only. 72 hours is 

acceptable since a single logic or vector logic train being degraded is, at the extreme, 

equivalent to one EFW train being out of service. Since an EFW train is provided a 72

hour Completion Time for associated restorative actions, the logic that actuates that 

train may conservatively be out of service for the same length of time. This change is 

consistent with NUREG-1430.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

LESS RESTRICTIVE -- ADMINISTRATIVE DELETION OF REQUIREMENTS 

LAI This information has been moved to the Bases. This information provides details of 

design or process which are not directly pertinent to the actual requirement, i.e., 

Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or Surveillance Requirement, but rather 

describe an acceptable method of compliance. Since these details are not necessary to 

adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a licensee 

controlled document without a significant impact on safety. Placing these details in 

controlled documents provides adequate assurance that they will be maintained. The 

Bases will be controlled by the Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the proposed 

Technical Specifications. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

CTS Location New Location 

3.5.1.11 Bases 3.3.11, BACKGROUND 
Table 3.5.1-1 Column 1 Bases 3.3.11, BACKGROUND 

Table 3.5.1-1 Column 2 Bases 3.3.11, BACKGROUND 
Table 3.5.1-1 Note 15 Bases 3.3.11, BACKGROUND 

Table 3.5.1-1 Note 19 Bases 3.3.11, BACKGROUND
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c nne bypss wen ay oterer. or protection channel contains an nop I 

Each reactor otection chan 1 key operated shut own bypass switch 

provided wit alarm and lig s to indicate when h'e shutdown bypas switch 

isbeing u d. 
R 

The source range and in rmediate range nuclear flux mnstrumte 
atioln scales 

overlap by one decade. This decade overlap will be achieve 
at 10- amps c 

the intermediate ran scale.  

The ESAS employs roe independent and identical analog 
hannels, which 

sUpply trip sign s to two independent, identical dig' 
al subsystems. :n 

order to actuat the safeguards systems., two out of 
rca analog channels 

must trip. T s will cause both digital 
subsyst to trip. Tripping of 

either digit subsystem will actuate all safegua 
s systems associated 

with that ital subsystem.  

Because o y one digital subsystem is necess y to actuate the safeguards 

systems nd these systems are capable of t pping even when they are being 

tested, a single failure in a digital sub ystem cannot prevent protective 

actio

43
.,endment No. 174
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that c annel to trip, unless that chnIhas been bypassed, so that ol 

one c annel of the other three must t p to cause a reactor trip. Thus, 

suf cient redundancy has been built nto the system to cover this 
Si aotion" 

/ 

moval of a module required for rotective action from an analog E 

hannel will cause that channel o trip, #o that only one of the o er two 

must trip to actuate the safeg rds systems. Removal of a module equired 

for protective action from a 
gital ESAS subsystem will not cau that 

subsystem to trip. The fact hat a module has been removed wil be 

continuously annunciated to he operator. The redundant digit subsystem 

is still sufficient to ind ate complete ESAS action.  

The testing schemes of t e RPS, the ESAS, and the EFIC enab s complete 

system testing while t reactor is operating. Each chann is capable of 

being tested independ tly so that operation of individua channels may be 
bevaluaeted. idpnd l 

The EvIC is desiqn to allow testing during power op ation. One channel 

may b laced in eypasspri 
to testing. This 

will byas only one channel of . . . initiate logic. aninterlock feature 

prevents bypas n more than one channel at a time. 
In addition, since the 

EFIC receives ignals from the aI/RPS, the maint nc bypass from the 

NI/RPS is in rlocked with the EFIC. If one cha 1 of the HwRoS is in 

maintenance ypass, only the corresponding han 1 of EFIC may be bypassed.  

Prior to p cinq a channel of EFIC in maintena e bypass , any HtRPS channel 

contaisin inoperable functions in the untrip d state is evaluated for its 

effect o EFIC. Only the EFIC channel corre onding to the HU/RPS channel 

containng the inoperable function may be p ced in maintenance bypass unles 

it can e shown that the failure in the HI S channel has no effect on EFIC 

actua ion, actions are taken to ensure EF 
actuation when required. or the 

appr priate actions of Table 3-1 
are mplemented. The EFIC can be teste 

fro its input terminals to the actuate device controllers. A test of the 

rEF trip logic will actuate one of w relays in the controllers. Activat 

0 both relays is required in order 
t actuate the controllers. The two 

ays are tested individually to pr t automatic actuation of the compot 

he EFIC trip logic is two (one-out of -two).  

Reactor trips on loss of all main feedwater and on turbine 
trips will 

sense the start of a loss of C0 
heat sink and actuate earlier than 

o er 

trip signals. This early actu ion will provide a lower peak RC 
pres re 

during the initial over press ization following a loss of feedwater or 

turbine trip event. The Lo trip may be bypassed up to 10% to al w 

sufficient margin for brin nd the MW pumps into use at approxi 
ely It.  

The Turbine Trip may be b assed up to 45% based on BAW-109
3 , is for 

Raising Arming Thr:eshold or Anticipatory Reactor Trip on 
Turbi Trip," 

October 1985 and the HRt Safety Evaluation Report for ;:W-lu, 3  ssue, from 

Mr. D. M. Crutchfield o Mr. J. H. Taylor via letterdtdp1 
25, 1986.  

The Automatic Closu and Isolation System (ACI) is desgn 
to close the 

Decay Heat Remova System IDHRS) return line isolation va 
es when the 

Reactor Coolant stem (RCS) pressure exceeds a selected 
raction of the 

DHRS design pre sure or when core 
floodi~ng; system isola on valves are 

opened. h I is designed to permit manual 
operatio of the DHP.S return 

line isolati valves when permissive conditions 
exis . In addition, the 

ACI is desi ed to disallow manual operation 
of the alves when permissive 

conditions donot exist.

Amendment No. 44,44,44, z, 4,-,74 43a
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Ther Deg normally tag e to the control rod drive ba n t sor ter 

septart gvrallel p otet ournes. Reduna nt trip runing vlage protectin 

Tach of these sou ea. If any one of these trip devices ils an tharting 

untripped stateion-line repairm to the failed device, ren practical, wllo 
be made and t re- ining trip devices will be tested/ Four hours is 
ample time t etthe remaining trip devices and, •many cases, make 

on-line 7re s.  

The Deg ded Voltage Monitoring relay setting rbased on the short term 
start olag protection aswell as long r running voltage protection.  

Thle .116 KV undervoltage relay setpoints ar based on the allowable starting 
v age plus maximum system voltage drops •o the mtrterminals, which allows 

a roximately 78% of motor rated voltag at the motor terminals. The 460V 

dervoltage relay setpoint is based long term motor voltage requirements 

plus the maximum feeder voltage dro llowance resulting in a 92% setting of 

motor rated voltage.  

The OPERABILITY of the acciden nitoring instrumentation ensures that 

sufficient information is av able on selected plant parameters to mo tor and 

assess these variables duri and following an accident. This capab ty is 
consistent with the reco ndation of Regulatory Guide 1.97, "Inst ntation 

for Light-Water-Cooled clear Power Plants to Assess Plant Condi" ons During 

and Following an Acci t," December 1975 and NUREG-0578, "TMI- essons Learned 

Task Force Status R rt and Short-Term Recommendations." 

The subcooled ma in monitors (SHQ), and core-exit thermoc lea (CET), Reactor 

Vessel Level M toring System (RVLMS) and Hot Leg Level asurement System 

(HLLMS) are result of the Inadequate Core Cooling (IC instrumentation 
required by •tem I.F.2 NUREG-0737. The function of e ICC instrumentation is 

to incra the ability of the plant operators to gnose the approach to and 

recover from ICC. Additionally, they aid in trac ng reactor coolant 

inven ry. These instruments are included in th Technical Specifications at 

the quest of NRC Generic Letter 83-37 and ar not required by the accident 

an ysis, nor to bring the plant to cold shut wn conditions. The Reactor 

asel Level Monitor is provided as a means f indicating level in the reacto 

vessel during accident conditions. The hneloperability of the RVLMS is 

defined as a minimum of three sensors i he upper plenum region and two s sors 

in the dome region operable. When Rea or Coolant Pumps are running, al except 

the dome sensors are interlocked to ad "invalid" due to flow induced riables 

that may offset the sensor output oprability of the H is 
defined as a minimum of one wide nge and any two of the narrow ra 
transmitters in the same chann operable. If the equipment is i cessible due 

to health and industrial safe concerns (for example, high radi ion area, low 

oxygen content of the conta nt atmosphere) or due to physic location of the 

fault (for example, probe ilure in the reactor vessel), the operation may 

continue until the next cheduled refueling outage and a re rt filed.  

Amendment No. 6,4,O4,6,4 ,44•, 43b 
?4,192



,~The principal funct on of the Control.-Room Isolation-KigW Radiation is Zo provide)I enclosed envir t from which the unit can be operAted followingd 
unotrledr se of rdoctiiy. De to th ý earrangeme"~ of the 

Sshared 
contra room envelope, one control room isolt ion channel r eives a high radiati signal from the 0-1 contro room antilation int,4c duct monitoi and the re dant channel re ives a high radiatxon signal from/the ANO-2 contr room ven lation intake du monitor. With no channel of the ontrol room .f radia n monitoring syst operable, the C" must be paiin a conditie that s not require isolation to cc (i.e., one opprable train of is c: in the mer cy recircation de of operati n). Reactor ope tion continue indefi ely in this stait 

7/ 
To support loss amain feedwater yses, steam linie/feedwater line reak /an:alyses, SELO analyses, and 0737 requiremwnts, the EFIC sy~tem is designed to a omatically initi a EFW when: 7 

1. all our RC pumps ar ripped / i 

2. th main feedwat Pumps are tri .  

3. the level of er steam ,tsor is low 

either ste generator press•re is low 
5. WAS ECC actuation (higy'RB pressure or lowiRCS pressure) 

The EFIC sys is also desig7/ed to isolate the atfected steam generator on a steam line/ edwater line break and supply EEW to the intact generator according to the fol owing logic: / -.  o../_ // 
I both SG's are ove 600 psig, supply E. W to both SG"s.  

- zIf one SG is ylow 600 psig, suppn EFW to the other SG. .  
- If both SG" are below 600 psigo but the pressure difference 

between a two SG's exceeds/00 psig, supplyIEFW only to the-SG with th higher pressure. / ." 

- If b SG's are below 6W0 psig and the piessure differenrce is less th 100 psig, supply E1r to both SG's.  

At cold utdown conditionsall EFIC initiate and isolate functions are bypass except low steam generator level initiate. The bypassed functio4g 
Will automatically r=.t at the values Or plant condi ions identified ln Spea ication 3.5.1.15.t "Loss of 4 RC prps" initiate and "low steam nerator pr sure" initiate ar the only shutdovm bypasses to manually .  tiated during coo ow. if reet not don manally, they wily utomatically rese . Main fedatr m trip bypasis is automatic ly emved above 10% ower. / 

REFERENCE 

FSR Section 7.1

Amendment No. a&,17;,1,196 4343c
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1. au p Opberttion 

R CTOR PROwECTION SYSTEM cnl 2 3 4) 5 ) 

3 Ie aNo. of iOperator actiona Schannels Min. Min. if conditions of 

No. of for sys- operable degree of• column 3 or 4 

untoa ntca s tem trip channels redndacy cannot be met. AreT& 

A -- Manual hutn 
1• 1 1 0 Ntel1 

SA)'-- 2. Power rang instrument channel 4 2 3(Note 4) 1(Note 4) te 

3. Intermediate age instrument channels 2 Note 77 1 00 No~te1, 22, 

4. Source raije in rument channels 2 No 7 

5. Reactor coolant te erature instrument 4 2 2 1 Note 1 

6. Pressure-temperature in trument 4 2 

7. Flux/imbalance/flow instrum t 4 2 2 1 Note 

channels prssr 

8. Reactor coolant pressure a. High reacoro coolant pressure\ 4 2 2 1 Note 

instrument channels 

b. Low reactor coolant pressure 4 2 2 Note I 

instrument channels 

9. Power umber of pumps instrument 4 2 2 1 Note I 

N. 10. Hi1gh react bU i I(Ii ng pesrchneS 4 2 2 1 Note I 

- ---- ---
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EMERGNCY EEDwATER INITIATION 

ýAND CONTROL SýYSTEM

1. EFW Initiation

Manual

R~A t.21 6 2.1< AM -3,3. 121 Apl

Is (

.33,12-Z j a 
/L(0 0 c

Wb(i

73.3.1-4 RA,,/, Ad d
E.7.2



(

0.  

z 
0

( C

EMERGENCY FEEDWATER INITIATION 
AND CONTROL SYSTEM (Cont'd)

Functional Unit

f 3.�. tL�

"-t'- 6 b. Low Level SG A or B "--.J* c. Low Pressure, SG A or B 

# , d. Loss of Both MFW Pumps and PWR 

,L > 10% 

e. Loss of 4 RC Pumps 
4=, 

\3 3,13g Lc-O'tL f. ESAS Actuation Logic Tripped 

2. SG-A Main Steam Line Isolation 

,I,3.1Z LC.O& a. Manual 

, 3 ,31111'•3ab. Low SG A Pressure 

3. SG-B Main Steam Line Isolation

3.312 LC&�L 

r-1 
'0 

��1 
N)

a. Manual 2 I V Notel 

,b. Low SG B Pressure 4 9Notel1 

-3.3, 13 L6(o Oa A, Aepi. (6, AC6 R AI d , Ca. e C.,2.2 ) and .3.3.13.  

<AA a c.J L colb AI) RA s A/ -I 3Z., arA d 5'R 3.3,13.1 

<Aca rr-S '3-3.1H
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KKAAA( 3.///-Iw 

Hote i.i ae a do uLorea. op ting in ructicflS place the reactor in 

N t s 1.I at " w u h e u r m 
T4LE3...1 Intd 

When 2 of 4 ower range 

3Ai . f h requi ir e n s Co u nst3 or 4 ca o b e l iet wi t e ithan addi anais4 hour t pls h e deowo 

--3. het of 2 coinciencee btipge thumen n t e eo 

A T e s h a l a p p l Y 

STels itiat c olbrod maintenanca -inhibit t ea rhich aor I appoes.  

Ch0 n a ted t ng pow r h ose onhi a o ae my a xi u d.u h u s, f 

. a e ompodunean s a digita subys met I in an a eonal 48 toursyat is on 

rqIZ in t Hencse. Ow aocit e safei t 24 ah es a provided that the system is re s.  

6. The minimum number of operable channel -may be reduced t• ea h n -g 

PoA o2 t thencudb e by tripping the remai quire e the mop aeq canel to 

AT . shall applye statu. iaitn 
ý A& A .73 ) 

reacto ri sarte 

.ence. t.- ~ ea he minimum egre" of re ndancy t( 

9"' The minimum-qumber: of ope ble channel -may be redutd to on an

zeoframhmm of2 rs, aft~er w ich Noete 1 a iles.  

f-AT9 ~ 1 i.w th the numbe of operable annels less than required eithe re retei-p abeca-e 
t 

L/•I•"•"-- Oo~pe able status th:in 30 d•ays, -or be in ho su dow wi oi at12 thou~ etr ma c .: ifVav 

II. With he number of operable chanf•ls less tha required, olate the e ectromatic re 
ief valve wit i 

4 hour . otherwise te 9 a pplies.  

45e -I

Amendment No. 60,6,94,,174

LA)

t)
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3.. Notes: l. i e a s own usi noma oain collae te e~ r i 

(s.3Es, 2. When 2 of 4 power range instrument channels are greater than 10% rated power# hot shutdown is not 

(5,30181D required .,ea 
e than 10-10 amps, hot shutdown is not 

3. When 1 of 2 intermediate range instrument channels is greater 

4. rqo channel testing, calibrdtion, or maintenance, the minimum number of operable channels may be two 

and a degree of redundancy of one for a maximum of four hours, after which Note 1 applies.  

an. d the requirements of Corulundan 3 or 4 cannot be met withlin an additional 48 hours, place the reactor 

in the cold shutdown condition within 24 hours.  

6. The minimum number of operable channels may be reduced to 2, provided that the system is reducedolm 

4out of 2 coincidence by tripping the remaining channel. Otherwise, the actions required by Column 5 

-I 
shall apply.  

7. These channels initiate control rod withdrawal inhibits not reactor trips at -10% rated power. Above 

10% rated power# those inhibits are bypassed.  

8. If any one component of a digital subsystem is inoperable, the entire digital subsystem is considered 

inoperable. Hence, the associated safety features are inoperable and Specification 3.3 applies.  

9. The minimum number of operable channels-maY be reduced to one and the minium degree of redundancy to 

2ero for a-maximum of 24 hours, after which Note I applies.  

10. With the number of operable channels less than required, either restore the inoperable channel to 

..opeable status within 30 days, or be in hot shutdown within 12 hours.  

11. With the number of operable channels less than required, isolate the electromatic relief valve within 

4 hours, otherwise Note 9 applies.  

45e 
-

Amendment No. fig60,94,174
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STABLE 3.5.1-1 |Cont'dI ,/ " 

/•T•____t 
e-- 

--- a e ren10a ct or in , t w 

3,313 ote: 1 I a wn si rmal o ng inst ions a lace tre rioct~ ri 
w 

~~(LA7~~~~E~~ We2at4pwraneisument 
channels are greater than 10% rated power hot shutdown is not 

1ZL T• • .• f 4 powez range instrum 

/ required.  ,q) 3. When 1 of 2 intermediate range instrument channels is greater than 10-10 amps, hot shutdown is not 

r4. I'o channel testing, calibr.tion, or maintenance, the ninimlim number of operable channels may be two 

and a degree of redundancy of one for a maximum of four hours, after which Note 1 applies.  

5. it the requirements of Coluinms 3 or 4 cannot be met within an additional 48 hours, place the reactor 

in the cold shutdown condition within 24 hours. provided that the system is reduced to 

• " 6. The minimum number of operable channels may be reduced to 2o 

. , "out of 2 coincidence by tripping the remaining channel. Otherwise, the actions required by Column 5 

shall apply. 
t-0 ae oe.•v 

7. These channels initiate control rod withdrawal inhibits not reactor trips at -10% rated power. Above 

10% rated power, those inhibits are bypassed.  

nt of a digital subsystem is inoperable, the entire digital subsystem is considered 

inoperable. Hence, the associated safety features are inoperable and Specification 3.3 applies.  

9. The minimum number of operable channels-may be reduced to one and the minimum degree of redundancy to 

zero for a maximum of 24 hours, after which Note 1 applies.  

10. With the number of operable channels less than required, either restore the inoperable 
channel to 

operable status within 30 days, or be in hot shutdown within 12 hours.  

1I. With the number of operable channels less than required, isolate the electromatic relief valve within 

urs, otherwise Note 9 applies.  

45e -3
Amendment No. ,6,,9-, 174



TABLE 3.5.1-1 (Conted) 1LAiii- 12. With t"e number oZoperable chanels less than reqie- either retrn the i tinaton toa perabJŽn tA 
status thin 24 ho , or verithe blockw 

alyel 
(3, or veritt loc le losed\ dwowrth 

bl 
(3.~ L~ ) h urn. I the bloc k ~ve cannot '1e3 verifiedq~ L sed with i11 th d i Ir 1 2 o , d -nnz u 

el tromati chef ower susppl within th.. . ol-owing hours 
-A/ ( C a h s may ae bypassed for not greater thin 30 secoiid dui g reCorg oan pump :%arts. ~ii.. A ~ uo( bi mat•.b_•pass circuit o, its alarýi7cizcuit is inoperabla,, the undervoltaqe protecti ,..shall be,' (~,3D,)restore vi ~ N te 14 pplies. _ _ , 

< L All kI . With i"-nuvber, of chapLjes 
r, la"" i s- _ L 47,Eý 

(33 D,____ 
________ ___7____ or~r 

bJ~ h ... l to wsitea 

8) it•hin.7 uuotrs Or be ii-ý SHUTDOWN iýktin the next 6'-hours and HUuS--D LOWNwt• the fo wing 30 ouxs. -.. _ _ <L A UIV h"trj fuhat~m" gn 'ia pe tt'0v J W~ b 'ds ei.u t, ct 0Aa._;_ tocto' o•.  

17. With no channel operable, within 1 hour initiate and maintain operation of the control room < emergency ventilation system in the recirculation mode of operation. .. A 
(3.3P) 18. With one channel inoperable, restore the inoperable channel to operable status within 7 day or within the next 6 hours initiate and maintain operation of the control roam emergency venti a on .st.em in the recirculation mode of operation.  

( 9. , This n cti on ýy abe "ared b 1 '5 ''s pressurp . Dypas 'in auton tlcll ya 1 

• - " pre ssure excq ds 750 ps se dg j "H ... ...... . . .. . .. . "___- . ..... .. y_ : ed onk 
20. With one chanA9l inoperable, (1) either restore the inoperable channel to ......... ota ... within 7 dqys, or (2) prepare and submita Special Report to the Commission pursuant to Specificakton 6.12.5 withein 30 days following the eveot, outlining the action taken, the cause of the inoperability, and 

(•A,.- Dthe plans and schednaa for restoringothe system to °perable status. With both "bannels in erable, initi alternate meth 3 of nonitoi 0 h containmn raito 7h iA7L.ý 
(3i•) addition • the actions d scribed above lei within ours 

1. \ýith one chan I inoperable, store the i eable channel a in 
ht 

da orei hbý shutdown wi in 72 hours unness containme entry is rerabled. If contai thient entrys4s reqh.red, the ino table channel m-Tat be resto"•or by the next -rueling outage. If both cdnnels 
are inbperable, restore the Inoperable channels within 30 days or'be in HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.

Amendment No. 4, ,9,O,4, , I.#, 196
4Of
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3.3.iZ 

3.3,1 3 
OrAP-T•A SAETM co nued• • 

b Equ ent and sa ng test sh be perfor d as deta ine 

(31104r)& 
c.Di epancies no during sur laets g will eA 33 D) rrected and corded. 7 ln t 

3 D) d. ;power distr ution aphal be mad to verify e expected 

4.0.1 throu Establish the genera requirements applicable to 1 Surveillan Requirements. These requ oments are based on the 

and components is maintain e, that facility operation w 1 be within" , safety limits, and that e limitinm conditions of op ation will be met.  

4.0.1 Establishes t• requirement that surveill es must be performed during the operati al modes or other conditlot for which the requirements of a Limiting Conditions for eration apply unless otherwise stat in an individual Surveill ce Requirement. The purpos of this spe ication is to ensure that rveillances are performed t verify th operational status of syst and components and that parame rs are within specified lim s to ensure safe operation othe faci ty when the plant is in a m e or other specified condit for wh h the associated Limiting C ditions for Operation are a icable.  rveillance Requirements do t have to be performed when e facility is in an operational mode for ich the requirements of the smociated Limiting Condition for 0 ation do not apply unless erwise specified.

Amendment No. 7;, 161 67b



3.3.11 
3.3 17Z 

BASES (contip ed) 

Under th terms of this spec ication, the more re rictive requiremen of the echnical Specificat ©ns take precedence o r the ASME Boiler •d 

Pes eVessel Coeand •plicable Addenda. T• requirements of 

Spe c~fi c t o 4. 0 4 t p form su rveillan ce ac vities before entr y nt 

an perational mode or h rspecified condition t k s p e e e c e h Sin 

Boiler and Pre~ss Vessel Code provis n which allows pum and 

alves to be tested,• to one week after r urn to normal operation. The 

Technical Specific ion definition of OPE, LBL does not allow• grace 

period before a c %onent, that is not •pable of performing ts specified 

f u n c t i o n , i s d e c a r e d i n o p e r a b l e a n d t . e s p r c d n e o r e A S E B i r 

and Pressure V s lCode provision w challows a va e to e i c p b e f 

pefomig t pecified function f• up to 24 hours befo being declared 

inoperable./ 

4.1 Base s 

v 

Check 

Fai res such as blown ins uent fuses, defecti v indicators, faulte A2.  

•ifiers which result i• "upscale" or "downsc e indication can b• 

sily recognized by si e observation of the unctioning of an 

•revealed by alarm or nunciator Action. comparison of output a /or state T 

of independent chann qs measuring the same ariable supplements his type 

of built-in surveil ance. Based on exper nce in operation of e0th 

conventional and •clear plant systems, •en the plant is in eration, 

th min mu c ec ngfrequency state d i deemed adequ ate for/ eactor 

system instrum e at on 

Calibration_ 
_asur 

nad 

C a l i b r a t i• s hal l b e p e r f o r m e d t o a s u et h e p r e s e n t a t n a c u i s i t i o • 

of accur e information. The n lear flux (power ran e) channels shal e 

cal br e t as twice week• (during steady sta• ope ra in 

condi os against a heat ba ance standard to co nsate for 

inst uentation drift. Durn g nonsteady state op ation, the nucde• 

fl channels shall be cal rated daily to compe sate for instrume ation 

Amendment No. 161 
67e

Revised by NRC Letter Dated 6/17/98
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Qthe aels are subje only to "drift" errors induced wiAtin the 
it .t-.•.on itself ,=consequently, car tolerate longar intervals betwe calibrations. rocess system instiumentation esrr= s induced by 
dri CaM be expect to rmeain within ýceptable tolerances if 
re cbation is p aormed once every.Z months.  

Substantial Cal ration shifts wtioiin a channel -4essentially a channel failure) will e revealed during" routine checking and testing procedures 

Thus, calibration ftequencies foxthe nuclear flmux (power range) 
Iconsid ed acceptable.  

1Tea 7

-line testin of reactor protective channl and EFIC channels is' 
r,.equired on every 4 weeW on a rotatioal or staggered basisweThe 
rotation a -.e is desiaed to reduce tKe probability of an undetected 
failure sting t•i he °ystem and to minimize the likelihood of the 
same at5 ti t7eaerrors being,4$kroduced into each edundant channel.  

All/react prciv hane 9 wi1l be tested befores startup if the vidual charnel rotational/frequency has been A•scontinued or if / tage actiyities could potentially have affected the operability of 
/ one or mo)5 channels. A zotation will then be established to test .-he first Cbdnnel one week After startup, the second Channel two weeks 
after.taztup, the third Channel three weeks after startup, and' the 
fout;bh Channel fou/zeeks after startup.  

r•e establishedk'eactor protective' system instrumaentatih and EFIC test 
oycle is cont*ued with one chnnel 's instrumentatiof-tested each week. 7 
Upon detecti~n of a failure )chat prevents trip acta o, all ins trument*Cion 
associatedAith the protective channels will beteested after which thle rotaC test cycle isastarted again. If octuation of a safety/hannel i occu s ~surance will2,.6e required that act-dation was within thd limiting 
safe system settig. / / y/I ,,, 

The protective Chiannels coincidence 26gic and control zod drive trip ".  
breakers are ýip tested every quarter. The trip teat checks all logic ' /combinations.,and is to be perfcoped on a rotationalehasis. The logic,. and breakers g. the four protectii• channels shall bW'trip tested priorto 
startup/nand their individu!echannels trip tes*,d on a cyclic baszs.  
Discovery of a failure reqai es the testingoef all channel logi€" and breakers, after which the trip test cycle "s started again. 7 
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Table 4.1-1 (Cont.) 

Channel Description Check Test Calibrate 

47. RCS Su ooling Margin DV NA• R 

48. ElectromatlcSelief Valve D NA R 
Flow Monitor 

49•. Elect romatic Relie l~ock D •NA 

alve Position Indica r 

50. r rie aety Valve D NAR 

51. Pressurize Water Level D NA R 
ndicato 

53. EFW Initiation 

a. Manual NA M- NA 

rb. SG Low Level, SGA or B ( iM R l,>,'L4Te 

. Low Pressure SGA or B M R 

d. Loss of both MFW Pumps 1 M R 
, and PWR > 10% .... ...

(3.3D)
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Channel Description 

e. Loss of 4 RC pumps 

f. ESAS automatic 
logic tripped 

54. SGA main steam line isolatio 

2 a. Manual 

I b. SGA pressure low 

55. SGB main steam line isolatio 

Sa. 

Manual 

-I 
01 b. SGB pressure low 

56. EFW valve commands (Vector) 
-I 

a. SG A pressure low 

b. SG B pressure low 

c. SG pressure difference 
SG A pressure> 
SG B pressure 
SG B pressure> 
SG A pressure

Check 

S -SRS .3,11 

NA 

)n 

NA 

S -St3.3,11,1 

in 

NA 

S.s 33 111

Table 4.1-1 (Cont.) 

Test Calibrate 

M-Stn.".7 NA 

M-323-3.13.1 NA 

M-5? 1,. l2.1 NA 

M-sR , R- 2 3.3,113 

M-SR3.3.1z, NA

S M R 

S M R 

S M JR 

S M R 
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"R" - Relocation of requirements: 

Relocating requirements which do not meet the Technical Specification selection criteria to 

documents with an established control program allows the Technical Specifications to be reserved 

only for those conditions or limitations upon reactor operation which are necessary to adequately 

limit the possibility of an abnormal situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the 

public health and safety, thereby focusing the scope of Technical Specifications.  

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the Technical Specification selection criteria in 

10 CFR 50.36 have been relocated to other controlled license basis documents. This regulation 

addresses the scope and purpose of Technical Specifications. In doing so, it establishes a specific 

set of objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating restrictions 

should be included in Technical Specifications. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: 

Criterion 2: 

Criterion 3: 

Criterion 4:

Installed instrumentation that is used to detect and indicate in the control room a 

significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

A process variable that is an initial condition of a design basis accident (DBA) or 

transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the 

integrity of a fission product barrier.  

A structure, system or component that is part of the primary success path and 

which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that 

either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission 

barrier.  

A structure, system or component which operating experience or probabilistic 

safety assessment has shown to be significant to public health and safety.

The application of these criteria is provided in the "Application of Selection Criteria to the ANO-1 

Technical Specifications." Requirements which met the criteria have been included in the 

proposed improved Technical Specifications. Entergy Operations proposes to remove the 

requirements which do not meet the criteria from the Technical Specifications and relocate the 

requirements to a suitable owner controlled document. The requirements in the relocated 

Specifications will not be affected by this Technical Specification change. Entergy Operations will 

initially continue to perform the required operation and maintenance to assure that the 

requirements are satisfied. Relocating specific requirements for systems or variables will have no 

impact on the system's operability or the variable's maintenance, as applicable.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

License basis document control mechanisms, such as 10 CFR 50.59, 10 CFR 50.54(a)(3), and ITS 

Section 5, "Administrative Controls," will be utilized for the relocated Specifications as they will 

be placed in other controlled license basis documents. This would allow Entergy Operations to 

make changes to these requirements, without NRC approval, as allowed by the applicable 

regulatory requirements. These controls are considered adequate for assuring structures, systems 

and components in the relocated Specifications are maintained operable and variables in the 

relocated Specifications are maintained within limits.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 

determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures, systems, 

components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical 

Specifications as identified in the Application of Selection Criteria to the ANO-1 Technical 

Specifications. The affected structures, systems, components or variables are not assumed 

to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to mitigate accident or transient 

events. The requirements and surveillances for these affected structures, systems, 

components or variables will be relocated from the Technical Specifications to an 

appropriate administratively controlled license basis document and maintained pursuant to 

the applicable regulatory requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a 

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 

any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 

different type of equipment will be installed) or change in parameters governing normal 

plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and 

adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the 

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 

safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the affected requirement will be relocated to an 

owner controlled license basis document for which future changes will be evaluated 

pursuant to the requirements of the applicable regulatory requirements. Therefore, this 

change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"A" - Administrative chan2es to requirements: 

Reformatting and rewording the remaining requirements in accordance with the style of the 

improved Babcock & Wilcox Standard Technical Specifications in NLJREG-1430 will make the 

Technical Specifications more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.  

Application of the format and style will also assure consistency is achieved between specifications.  

As a result, the reformatting and rewording of the Technical Specifications has been performed to 

make them more readily understandable by plant operators and other users. During this 

reformatting and rewording process, no technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the 

Technical Specifications were made unless they were identified and justified.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 

determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the existing Technical 

Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no technical changes to 

existing requirements. As such, this change is administrative in nature and does not 

impact initiators of analyzed events or assumed mitigation of accident or transient events.  

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or 

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements. Thus, 

this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not significantly reduce the margin of safety because it has no 

impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative in nature. As 

such, there is no technical change to the requirements and therefore, there is no significant 
reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"LA" - Less restrictive. Administrative deletion of requirements: 

Portions of some Specifications provide information that is descriptive in nature regarding the 

equipment, system(s), actions or surveillances. This information is proposed to be deleted from 

the specification and relocated to other license basis documents which are under licensee control.  

These documents include the TS Bases, Safety Analysis Report (SAR), Technical Requirements 

Manual, and Programs and Manuals identified in ITS Section 5, "Administrative Controls." The 

removal of descriptive information is permissible, because the documents containing the relocated 

information will be controlled through the applicable process provided by the regulatory 

requirements, e.g., 10 CFR 50.59, 10 CFR 50.54(a)(3), and ITS Section 5, "Administrative 

Controls." This will not impact the actual requirements but may provide some flexibility in how 

the requirement is conducted. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved 

continues to be maintained in an appropriately controlled manner.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 

determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements from the Technical Specifications to other 

license basis documents which are under licensee control. The documents containing the 

relocated requirements will be maintained using the provisions of applicable regulatory 

requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the 

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 

any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 

different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 

plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and 

adequate control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create 

the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 

safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to be transposed from the 

Technical Specifications to other license basis documents, which are under licensee 

control, are the same as the existing Technical Specifications. The documents containing 

the relocated requirements will be maintained using the provisions of applicable regulatory 

requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin 

of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"M" - More restrictive changes to requirements: 

The ANO-1 Technical Specifications are proposed to be modified in some areas to impose more 

stringent requirements than previously identified. These more restrictive modifications are being 

imposed to be consistent with the improved Babcock & Wilcox Standard Technical 

Specifications. Such changes have been made after ensuring the previously evaluated safety 

analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive technical changes have been made to 

achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and remove ambiguities from the specification.  

The modification of the ANO-1 Technical Specifications and the changes made to achieve 

consistency within the specifications have been performed in a manner such that the most 

stringent requirements are imposed, except in cases which are individually evaluated.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 

determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change provides more stringent requirements for the ANO-1 Technical 

Specifications. These more stringent requirements are not assumed to be initiators of 

analyzed events and will not alter assumptions relative to mitigation of accident or 

transient events. The change has been confirmed to ensure no previously evaluated 

accident has been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to 

ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent 

with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this change does not involve a 

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 

different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 

plant operation. The proposed change does impose different requirements. However, 

these changes do not impact the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does 

not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated for ANO-1.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 

GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The imposition of more stringent requirements prevents a reduction in the margin of plant 

safety by: 

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit, 
b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant equipment, 
c) Increasing the applicability of the specification, 
d) Providing additional actions, 
e) Decreasing restoration times, 
f) Imposing new surveillances, or 
g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.  

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this 

change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ITS Section 3.3C: Instrumentation - EFIC 

Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and has 

determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 1OCFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

3.3C Li 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

This change establishes a 72 hour Completion Time during which the unit may continue operation 

with one or more Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control System (EFIC) Function(s) having 

one or both manual initiation switches inoperable in one actuation channel prior to requiring a unit 

shutdown. This change also establishes a 1 hour Completion Time during which the unit may 

continue operation with one or more EFIC Function(s) having one or both manual initiation 

switches inoperable in both actuation channels prior to requiring a unit shutdown. This change 

provides an opportunity to repair the inoperable components prior to requiring a 

shutdown/startup cycle of the unit. This allowance is acceptable since the manual initiation of 

EFIC is not credited in the safety analysis, but provides a backup function only. The addition of 

this allowed condition with a short Completion Time does not result in any hardware changes.  

The allowed condition also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for 

initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not change (and 

therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed) and the proposed Completion Time is short 

(and therefore limits the impact on probability). Also, including this allowed condition provides 

additional opportunity to restore compliance with the requirements and avoid the increased 

potential for a transient during the shutdown process. Further, the allowed condition does not 

significantly increase the consequences of an accident because manual initiation of EFIC is not 

considered in the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation 

functions.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 

type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  

The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 

for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Additionally, the 

proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for all equipment considered in 

the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 

accident from any accident previously evaluated.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3C Li (continued) 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 

functions to be maintained. The allowed condition has been determined appropriate based on a 

combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the function or 

parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, this new allowed condition does 

not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3C L2 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The change in the Required Action does not result in any hardware changes. The change also 

does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event 

since the function of the equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not change (and therefore any 

initiation scenarios are not changed). The change provides consistency between the Required 

Actions and Applicable conditions for the LCO. The change of Required Actions does not 

significantly increase the consequences of an accident because the change does not affect the 

assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions, or change the 

response of the core parameters, from that resulting from the original analysis. Further, the 

subject area pertaining to this change is not credited in the accident analysis.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 

any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 

type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  

The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 

for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken, for unit conditions 

during which analysis assumes the equipment to function. Thus, this change does not create the 

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 

functions to be maintained. The Required Actions are revised to be consistent with the 

Applicability for the equipment. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in 

the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3C L3 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

This change establishes a 1 hour Completion Time during which the unit may continue operation 

with one or more Emergency Feedwater Water (EFW) Initiation or Main Steam Line Isolation 

Function(s) having two channels inoperable prior to placing one of the inoperable channels in trip.  

This change provides an opportunity to repair the inoperable components prior to requiring a 

shutdown/startup cycle of the unit. This allowance is acceptable since the Emergency Feedwater 

Initiation and Control (EFIC) Functions are not considered as initiators of any previously analyzed 

event. Therefore, the allowed condition does not significantly increase the probability of 

occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not 

change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed) and the proposed Completion 

Time is short (and therefore limits the impact on probability). Also, including this allowed 

condition provides additional opportunity to restore compliance with the requirements and avoid 

the increased potential for a transient during the shutdown process. Further, the allowed 

condition does not significantly increase the consequences of an accident because the Required 

Action continues to restore the EFIC Function to provide the same response as previously 

considered.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 

any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 

type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  

The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 

for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Additionally, the 

proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for all equipment considered in 

the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 

accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 

functions to be maintained. The allowed condition has been determined appropriate based on a 

combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the function or 

parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, this new allowed condition does 

not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 
F3.3.13-01ý 

3.3.14-01 

3.3C L4 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The changes establishes a 72 hour Completion Time during which the unit may continue operation 

with Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Logic and Vector Logic Function(s) in 

a single actuation train inoperable prior to requiring a unit shutdown. The changes provide an 

opportunity to repair the inoperable components prior to requiring a shutdown/startup cycle of 

the unit. This allowance is acceptable since inoperability of EFIC logic(s) within a single train 

effects only one train of Emergency Feedwater (EFW). 72 hours is provided to restore EFW 

components when one train of EFW is degraded or out of service. Therefore, it is acceptable to 

provide the same restoration period for EFIC logic or vector logic inoperabilities that solely 

impact a single train of EFW. The addition of this allowed condition with a short Completion 

Time does not result in any hardware changes. The allowed condition also does not significantly 

increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the 

equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed) and the 

proposed Completion Time is short (and therefore limits the impact on probability). Also, 

including this allowed condition provides additional opportunity to restore compliance with the 

requirements and avoid the increased potential for a transient during the shutdown process.  

Finally, the allowed condition does not significantly increase the consequences of an accident 

because single train EFIC logic and vector logic inoperabilities is equivalent to that of a single 

EFW train inoperability. Therefore, these changes do not involve a significant increase in the 

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 

any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes do not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 

type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  

The proposed changes will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting 

condition for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Additionally, 

the proposed changes will still ensure proper surveillances are required for all equipment 

considered in the safety analysis. Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new 

or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 

functions to be maintained. The allowed condition has been determined appropriate based on a 

combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the function or 

parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, the proposed changes do not 

involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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